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The amount of published materials available in the form of periodi- · 
~als related to education fill the libraries of cQlleges and univer-
aiti~s. This is not just a recent happening as twenty years ago qaylord 
?4o+i::ison $tated, "Probably no other professional fielc;l. has as much 
liteJ;'llt4re to be read as the professton ot E;lducat:ion. 111 Elven when the 
f:i..~ld is limited to business educaUon the ptofess;i.onal publi.~atioµ~ 
are nUlllerous.4 The bus~ness educa~or is faced with vol~mes of periodi-
aids and Illilterials, anq variou~ other e4~qa~ional informat;f..on~ With 
our fund of knowledge inc~e~sin' at the rapid paee of today, an indiT 
vic;lual has difficulty lteepin~ currE;;nt w:j,,th developme"q.t;l;l in even a small 
segment of any particular fi~ld of study.3 
Eveµ though it is difficult and does take a planned e~fort on tpe 
patt o:e the te<Ftcher, it !;!~ems (i!Sse11tial that he make the eUort to keep 
1Gaylord D. Morrison, ''Pt'ofessiqnal, Readings," Clearins fio\.!.se, 
XXVIl (Octwber, 19.52), p. 101, · ·' 
2c. A. Nolan, Carolos D. Hayden, anq Dean R. Malsba~y~ Pri~c~ples 
and Problems of B'l.lsi:p.ese Education. (Ci.ncinnati, 1967), p. 613,' · 
~ ., . ......- -. . . 
3John Russell Shinppch, "A Status Study of Biol,ogy TeE!-chers in 1;:he 
Public Secondary School~ of the State of Oklahoma" (Unpub. Ed.D. disser-
tati.Qn> Oklah9II1a State Vniversit;y, 1967). 
c;µr;rent with ed\lcat;l,.onal developmentli!, Conl~y µiad~ the po;in,t :i,n thifi! 
mai\ner, 
:Se~ause of the tapid e:itpi;i.nsipn qf kqowledge al'!rd heea4ise 
pf t;he technical developments in education no on~ in 
the field remains on a pl~teau. He eith~r ~mproves or 
retrogressee,4 
Due to the importance of a teacher improving professionally, the 
choosing of ~ 1imiued nµmber of periodicals to keep him abreast of 
~u~rent educatipnal developments in his field would appear to be an 
important task of any b~siness ~ducator's professional life. 
From these Periodicals which a business e<lucatPr ~~ght select fop 
2 
prpfessional reading, it would seeiµ likely that he 'jMould p:r;~fer t;p read 
certain articles a~ opposed to others, r4e t;ype of art~cle buli!iness 
teachers prefer to reFd could provide useful :i,nforwation fo:r; the 
writers and editors of b4siness education periodi~als as we!l ali! for 
H. L. Forkner stated the neep for ~esearch concerning p~ofessional 
publications and thei:r influence i;:irJ. busip.ess teachers an4 j::hei+ j::f;laehing 'f; 
practices.5 !t would seem that research is neeqed to determine if bus!-
n~ss education periodicals are conveying to teacheJ;'s the pew and rapiqly 
expapding knowledge so vital ~o the s~udents' welfare. It is, after 
all, the student who eventually does or does not receive ~he benefits 
4william H. Conley, "R~ading for Professional Growth," Ca tl;J.olic 
S<:;hool Jcm:q.i.al, LXIV (Fiabrua:i:;y, 1964), p. 6 . 
.5Hal;'ry fluffma,n, "Crucial Areas of Research :Ln Bl,lsiness Education," 
Na~:fcmal Bqqiness Ec;!,ucation Quarterly, XXX (March, 1962, p. 20, 
·,,~~ 
for e(fective commu~icatiqn of ~duc~tional res~a~~h tp te~~h~~~ anp 
adm~nietr~~o;i:13. 
The que$t;i.o~ at the ~~ppc~ty of teacpers and adm~ni~tra­
tors to di~est ~ large, va+ied and widespread body ot new 
knowledge and think;i.ng rai$es a wider issue--that qf 
communication. In what ways ~nd through what channels 
can new infor~ation best pe interprete4, expressed and 
transmitted to t~~ch~rs and administrators so that it is 
readily comprehensible and its applicability to concrete 
situations clearly seen? 6 · 
to bu,si,n,e~s teach~rs in stJch a way as t;:o a12hi~ve the goals of ~qmprehen-
the periodicals AO nQt meet th~ ne~ds of the tea~h~~s. In 1~4~, HAf~erty 
said, "One of the ~r:t.1;;i.j:isl1ls of e4uc~Uon per;J.odiPil'tls was t;:h~t J::4e 
ma.terbls p\,l.bl,ished do not xiepl:'~s~IJ.t tl:le ne!!ds aµd iqterei:it of teacheri?."7 
Morgan, in 1948~ implies that many articles are worthless 1 With 
tongue i,n cheek~-but not too fa~--he suggests we should lapel the 
articles to help the teacher decid~ what is worth tqking t~~ time tp 
read.a It woul~ seem that ~mar~ pgsit~v~ arproa~h woui4 be ~a make a~ 
6w. F. Hought;:c;m,, "Lqc•l E;c1:ucation Au1;.h9riHes apd Rese~rGh," ~duca ... 
t;i.onal Research, IX (September, 1966), p. 9. 
7H. M. LFifterty, ''Teachers Look at Their Professiomi.l Reading," New 
Yot;Js Stat~ Education, XXIX (June~ 1942), p. 672, 
6Rayiuond W. Morg,ap, "Let'$ 'Grade Labe+' Our Professional Litera-
ture," ;l}u,siness E4ucation World, XXIX ($ept;.ember, 1948), pp. S6-37. 
--) I 
effort to find oqt what th~ teaqqe+s ~eeq and pref er to ~ead ~~ ~he 
periodicals ~nd then try tQ ~eet tqeae needij anq prefere~ces. 
4 
nqr professional education presently influences t4e reading intefests of 
teachers. ae asks, "Why not? 119 One p9s9ible an$Wer to the question 
Gould be hidden in the types of articles the readers prefer, 
While talkitlg abput journale, maga:~;in~s, and per:f.,od;i.~als published 
by specialized groups, Lauwerys commented, 
In a wor4, one finds good sound, pra~tiQal adv!~e, ¥hich 
can easily be use~ and app~ied by' any teaeper anywhere in 
hb ordirniry everyday wor~ in t;he cla~sroom, J;t i" to 
su~h litt~e bits of infor~A~i.pn tpat most o1asspaom t~achers 
turn in the first inst~nce. iate~ on~ if t;me ailews~ 
they turn to articles of 'general in~erest' which serve 
only to ~µrich their ba~~ground of ~heir own s~bj~ct,10 
nearly as much as some of tAei~ other ~oll~aguea i~ other profe~sion~. 
He states that we have, on the one hand, a lac~ of realty readable a~d 
of truly worthwh:ile publi~ation~ in the tield o~ ~ducat!on. iauwerys 
queries how can the s~tuat~on be imp~oved? He answ~rs th~s q~~stion hi~~ 
sel£. He alleges that to begin with, it seems probably tha~ we sho~ld 
pay at least as much attention to th~ felt neeqs gf tne diffe~e~t 
publics we aim at as is paid by advert;l..sers ;:tnd by the editprs of news-
papers--we shoµld do ~arke~ research. Ahd, ~e should note very carefully 
9Bruce B.;i.low, "Magazine Reading Among Teachers !'1-nd Pros~ective 
'!eaohers ," Jour:nal of Teacher Edu~ation, XU (M:arch, 1961), p. 51,L 
lOJ. ;i.. Lauwerys, "Def ini tioi;i. and {;oalE? of Prof essiona;l. Read:ii;i.g, '' 
l?hi De~ta l<appan, XX:XVII;I (Juµe, 1957}, p. 365, 
5 
the ditfer~nt needs apd pr,ferences 9~ ~if f~rent levels of th• ~eaching 
I ' 
levels here are very mucq s.reater tij~n, for e~~pl~, in medi9ine or 
law. 11 
Kreb13, in 1960, also declare$ that teachers neglect their profes-
E;aional literature largely because much of it is not wortlwhile. "This 
means that a need e~ists for a form of market research among educators. 
Decide whc:i.t t;he teachel;S WaJ'lt and p.eed ancl. have expert writers fulfill 
this need. 11 12 He feels that wheri, seriou13 profes~ipnal 1:1..teratµr~ ::l,s 
offereel, theo~y and practice will be "stra:i,ght;ly copjo;i.ned." This 
should place material with depth within reach of al~ teache~s.l~ 
As recently as 1969, (;avedck cJ,aimed that mFtny aJiti~lea ill ~dues.-
habits of teachers as this would qe one way to ~mprove the t\lanl'ler in 
I 
various f:f..elds.,.be made availaple in a style ~uftable tot~~ needs of 
practicing educators.15 
llJ.A, Lauwerys, p. 367. 
12Alan R. Krebi;;, "P'l;"ofessio1'al ~eading-.-Prof!'!fi1Sio11al G+owt;h," 
OV'erview, ! (April,, l9p0), p. 50. 
l~Ib:i,d. · 
14charles M. Gaverick, "Teachers as Reader~ of Profess:ional Jour ... 
nals," Contemporary Education, XLI (October, 1969), p. 29. 
15rbid., p. ~s. 
6 
in summary, we f~nd ~he :L~ea t;hat re~di~g PY teachers is so~etping 
they sho\lld do to keep ;LJ>. ·1;Qµ~h with cqrrent ec;lui;atiQ;nal, PraaUces' llow"l!' 
ever, it is po;i.nt~q 94t that teache{s d~ not read as m~~h pPq~~~sipnal 
material as ther shou14. One reason given for this lack of profes~ioµai 
read:Lng :Ls that the pe:i;ioi:l.ica:J,.s c;lo·nc;>t cc;>nt;:a:j..n what the teachers need 
atl-d want. One t.ifay to solve t;:h;i,s problem is to conduct 'l!larket reseapch, 
Through market research, tpe teachers' professional reading needs and 
wants could be determined and 1 coµ~equently, more readily fulfilled. If 
the teachers' read;lns needs are better .met in the p1;pfess;l,.o:q.al periodi-
cals, thetr professional readiµ$ should increase. 
it would seem th.lit a strudy c;oncerµip.~ the t:rPeE! pf art;lcl.es E!e~onq~l;'y 
~usiness t;:eac.hers pr~fer t;o :read ¢ould be helpful and is nee~@c;l. 
The major purpose o~ this S!tudy was ~o gather informative data fDpm 
business education teachers in the secondary public schools of Oklahoma 
cqncerning the types of art:i.cles they pref er to rep.d aa sunµnad~ed froµi. 
business education pel;'iodi~als. 
the bus;i..p.ess teachers' read~ng prefEn:en<!!es pf ~rt;tcles in business educa-i 
tion per:l,.odi,cals w11i help provi~~ h~l,pful insi:;Lght·tp w~;i.~ersi ~nd e4itprs 
of these publications. Therefq~e, when pondering what is ne~ded in 
future period5rcals, they will hav~ a better basis UJ:Nn which to make 
their decisioP.s. As D~. G, A. Porter as9erted, 
••• to know present status is ft'equently important in the 
held of business eduqition, Without !<now ledge of the 
present, one caAnot th~n~ intelligentlY pr constructively 
about the.fµture $row_ th an~ ~evelopment of a~y phase pf 
busine~s educa~ion,ib 
bution ~o teachers, it will in turn benefit the intended benefa~tor--
the student. 
7 
As was indicated. previously, this study is to ascertain the reading 
preferences of secondary bu13iness teacher13 as they see tpf;lm--not what 
The Statement o~ the Prqb1em 
What types ot articles (as cat@go~ized in hypo~p~~t$ qq~) do secoij-
da+y business teachers prefer to read according to their ~an~ing of 
selected articles sumll\arized from such p~ofessiQnal publications a13 the 
Bala11ce Shf;let, Bµs;i.ness ~d!;!a,Ho~ Fo~u111, Business Educat~ol;l World, Delta 
R! Epsilon Journal, and Journal _g! Business §ducat~~n? 
Hypotheses 
1. H0 : th~ type of summarized article (1. research or~ented, 2. 
''how to do, 11 3. teaching aids and materials, and 4. genera],. tnforma,t:Lon) 
has no differential effect on the reading prefeuences of ~econdary 
business teachers. Hi: the type of summarized article ha~ a differen~ 
tial e~fect op the re~ding p~efereQces of secondary busi~ef:ls teache~$. 
16G. A. Porter, ''The Survey Study in Business Educat:;lon, 11 National 
~us:i,nesf:i Education Quarterly, XX.XV (Winter, 1966), p. 30, 
z. H0 : the group• bei~g ~qmpa;~d (taking e•ch var:f.•9le below one 
at a t;Lme) do not;.differ ~ign:U:(.ca.nt.liy ;l.n their read:tng pi;faf~r~n~es a~ 
i'fl.d.ieated by their :r:rankin11 of su11Ullir;lzed arti~l~lil· (For 84fh v,r~•bl~, 
the respondents w~re div;lded into two or more group~ and t~en •t~~is~;f,c,~1 
comparisQns we;e made.) 
a. Nul!!ber C;>f busin4'Hi1$ .edµcf!LUOn periedicah subsc;:r:l-bed to ~nd/or 
access to. 
b. CQlllplet;Lon of at leas~ one cqllege course in edu~ational 
research and/or educational statisti~s· 
d. Number of years teaching experience. 
e· Sex. 
f. ~ge. 
g. Size of the sec.on4ary school in which th~ te1cb,~J;" iii! cµrr~ntlY' 
employed. 
h. Total number ~f c+ass perioqs ~-~~~t by the t~~che~ pe~ d•y in 
th~ area of PUsine$s. 
i ~ The area of. class;f.fiGation (a., bas:J..c bu~;tpe11uh b. l;l~t;>'l,cke~ping 
and acco\lnting, c. elet"!cal prQsram, d. ~tenC18t~ph;l.~. p:rogr&lll,· 
and· e. typewriting) i.P. which th$ tf;!achet 4oQs JllQ!iJ~ Q~ J;l:l,s 
teaching. 
Hi: the gr9ups being compared fpr each variab~e do diffe~ s~g~~fic;antly 
itl their reAding p+eferenceE:I accorc;l:;tp,g to the t;ype of ar'ltie;le a\lmmar;t.zed. 
3. H0 ; the+e ie µo signif ieant diffet'enc~ i:n tth~ r~nld:ng of the 
four types o~ l!rticles su~rized from the classificatic:>n ar~a of .basic 
busines$ (bookkeeping and accoµnting, clerical program, s~enographic 
progr;un, ~nd typewriting). H1: there i~ a E:l~snif~cant diff~~~~ce i~ 
the l'anking of the £01,11 type$·ef art;i.cles from the qlas~if:l.catiot;i. area 
o~ basic business (book~eeping ~nd accounting, clertc~l prog+am, seeno-
graphic program, and ~yp~w~:;lting)~ 
test was aJ,so used t;o ana,l.yzet:he data. when :it furthev q.larified the 
statistical findings. The !eve~ of significan(:!e must qe .QS qr leas 
before a null hypothesis may be :r:iejected. 
The study was li,mi~ed tQ ~ 25 pe~µ~nt r~ndom s~mpie f~om ~ popula-
Uon consisting of business teachers ~n the publ;l.c secondary seho9h 9:f 
O~;Lahowa. 
i:o summaries of al!'ticles frpm buail'tee~ ed1.,1.~f;ltic,in periodic,:11!-l~. 
The study was limited to the bu~iness tea~hers' readtijg p~eferences 
:iu relati..cm to the t;ype of article sµpunari,zed ffQ'!ll busi,ne~s education 
periodicals. Any inferences drawn ffqm the study were l~mited to the 
population defined. 
1. eusiness education periodicals - those periodicais spec!fi(:!ally 
t, I· 
concerned w::l:-tb the area·of business edu(:!at;ion. 
2. Educationi;ll literature - any lit~rature concerned with educati,on 
in general. 
research perfoJ;'Illed and uses some form of st,atistical !'lnalysi$, 
4. "e .E,.g, ~" art:!a . ie .... a1;1 l;lrt;l.cle in which th• 4qtl)Pr expla:l,ns 
in soil\e detail how he ~eiloches ~. c~rt~~n tc>pic (!)r 1;u1~gmept of Ill l>airUcul,a'r 
subject. 
5. Tea.chins l!ids a:nc;l. mater:J;ali;;1 arti.cle - an article in which . .~ .... ,, ,·, 
inform~t;io:µ it:J g;l.ven concerJ'ling audio ... visual aids or othermaterials 
th~t can be used in the classroom. 
req\.\::f.l;'ements for any of the.three tyijet:J Qf.art:Lcles giv~n but does 
divulge educational inf9rmation~ 
such supjects as gene~al business qr pasic busine~~' consumer economies, 
economics, business law, and businest:l mat~. 
8. Book~eee_ing and. az<:e>unti~~ ,.,. a,,n a.rea of bqsiri.e~s ~du9at;;l.c;1n tha1+ 
inc;;.ludes i;iuch subjects as reco~<!lkeepins, boQltke~p;t~g, and ac+~ou~t:f.ng, 
9• Clerical progr113.~"" aJl a:i;-ea·et·bu!'linel'JS ei;iucat;i.Qn 1;l\at ;l.:ncl~d~s . ,, ' " 
such sul;>ject;.s as office mach;!.n~~, fi1,in$, data p;re>c~s~i~~, oft;J.ce Pit'ac-
1:ice, clerical pract;f..c~, aµd co9~erative:. l)~fic!a ~4ucat;J.1>n. 
10. Stenographic p~osram ~ an afea of business edµca.tion t:qat 
I - •• . I 
includes such subjects as shorthand, tr;:l:n,sc:i;-iption, busine~lil Engl:i,sh, 
aµd secretarial practice. 
11. Typewrit:in~ ..,. an ar1Fa of budne~s edup:ation that perta.ims to 
the subject of t:ypew~iting. 
CHAP'I:ER Il 
REVIEW OF THE LITE0RATURE 
Research Concerning Teachers' Reading freferen~es 
An important ite~ of pwofessional lif~ that seems 
incongrous with ~he aeade~ie ~ol~ of tea~h~rs is ac~i9n 
concerning the reading of Profeesional journals. re~ching 
~nd rea1U:ng arEI.! highly a~eoaieirted ~reaa, and ~t se~ms that 
reading would be an indispensable part oi being in a tei~r­
i.ng activity~ In addition to a t~a~her'~ cqn~inued aelf-
develppment, there is the ~~~m~le of s~holar~hip fop 
emulation. Beyond that, it w9µld be ~xpe~~ed that profe~­
siona~ readinf would ~~~e t~a~hiµg mQre pleasaµ~ ~md 
eiKhilarating. 
lt is ;Likely that most pee>ple w9ulc:\ ten¢! tq ag'!iee w:,i,th the above 
statement by Gaverick. Ol'le m:l,gh~ alsa b~ l,n~l:j,ned to thi~ that te~ch .... 
er'li> do a lot of J?rofessi.onal re~di;pg; hc;r~ev~+~ al:! the fotl.Qw;l.ng 
resear~h will indic~te~ this ;ls n9~ $lw~y~ the case. 
From a study in 19?9, c. R, Roberts apd Robert A. ~~vi~ found 
tea~hers spent 2$ per cent of t;heir rel;ldif1.S t:ime in thel,.r prof e~sional 
field. Also, their study revealep teaQhing e~perien~e had 1it~le effect 
9n tµe amount of reading the t~~~her 4id. ~hey did dis~over that age 
has a distinct influence as the oldes~ groµp in ~he s~udy did mor$ pro-
fessional reading.2 
1chadeei M, GavericJt, "Teachers as Readei:"s of Profess;l.onftl Jo\,lr"" 
nals," Contempor~~y Edu~atiPn, Xtr (Oct;ober, 1969). p, '47. 
2c. R, Robe+ts and Robert A, :Oavis, "Reading Interests of Teachers," 
Edu,cational AdministraUpn apd $1,1.pervis:i,.qn, XV (Feb;rµary, 19~9), 
PP . li 5-116. . . - . .. ' 
12 
In 1933, Waples did • stud.y tot th(il Qn.it~d $tate~ Otfic• of :S:duca.,.. 
tion concerning the re~diq.g inte;e~t~ of teach~~~· H~ o~s~rve~ that 
teachets read ~terial similat' tq whal: nontea~he:i;-!il rea4 ~q.9 they i'Qdi,..., 
3 cated an insufficient awareness 9f social isque~. 
Simps9n, in doin$ a stµdy for ~learin~ House in 1942, found two-
thirds of the teacbersr on the l:>asis of their own teat;imony, spent lef;ls 
~t'2~Y one in sevep..spent nc:i time at a,ll on magadn~ readi:p.g, Forty 
per cent had not looked at one pr~fessiona+ book in the p~eceding month 
according to Simpson'$ survey. He concluded that ther~ is a glariq.g 
is, 
Practice is stronger than pJ;ecept; aq.~ unt;;l.l t~a~he:i;s aµd 
administrators 1ear:p. h(.')w te make ~ead::ling fµnct+;i,Qn ill the 
inJ;;ell;lgei;it f a~ing of ~1).eir, oWtl prqq~ems it :ts u:p.;J.;tl~.el.y 
that they will teach effective reading to th~ir pup41s. 4 
reading habits over the years. However, s~udies similar ~o those ~en~ 
tioned.above do not.support this idea. 
Schube~t su:i:-veyed the P2 e;icperienced t!ea.ch.eri;1 em::olled in his read,... 
ing courses, in i959, at Los Angele~ S~ate College of Applied Arts and 
Sciencee and Central Washingtoµ Colleg~ of Jl:ducation. He fqund that 
experienced teachers in reading methods cqµrses owtled few pJ;of essional 
3p, Waples, "Reading Inte:i:~sts of ';feachers," Special SuJ:vey Stt,Idies~ 
Pa:i:t v, National Si.i.rvex of the Edu~ation of Teacherlfl, Ve1. ·~ ~ 'un:tted , 
Sj:.ates Office of E<;lucatioq., at,11.let;:!.n Ni;:>. TO, l93~, p. 238. 
4R. H. Simpsoµ, "Reaqin~ l;);i.f:iabi:J.ities Among Teachers anc;l Adm:i,nistra-
tors," .Clra~in~ House, :X:Vll (SG1ptezyiber, 1942), pp. 12..-13. 
13 
booll;.s and subscribed t:o hw p"tofe~sional jour'P~ls, Al>out O"Pie~third of 
the teachers sµbscribed to no pl;'Qfessi.o!)a.+ ~ournal aud qne.,,,fifth repQrted 
owp.ing no boo~s on reading. 5 
~iilOw u,sed a sample of 268 teachers and prospective t:eache;rs 
enrolled in.a midwestern college of education for his stuc.ly. He deter ... 
min.ded that students wit,h foul;'-year ;Liberal arts degrees re!i).d nothin,g 
more intellectually stimulating th~n those magazines selected by the 
gen~ral reading p\,lblic, Graduate students in prof;i=ssional education 
revealed an equally mundane pattern of reading interests. The predomi-
nance of escape reading anq absence of intellectually stimt,ilating rei;i.d-
ing was noted,6 
From reviewing the research con9erning teachers' readi~g prefer~ 
appears, however, the qt,iality of this reading is what has been ques~ioned 
by these investigators. 
The reseat'ch prev;i.ously di~cussed has !;leaH pl!';l.ma:i;-:1,ly witP, the 
amount;·of reading done an<;l the type of periodicals subsc+ibei;l to QY the 
teacher13. There seems to be few ;i;-esearch Stl.ld.ies de9-l:lng wi~h t;:he types 
of articles read by teachers or by the gep.eral ptiblic. 
A stl,ldy·that touched this area was one by Grave~ which mape the 
general st;at:ement that teachers who read pr6~es::?ional jol\rnals tend fo 
read about tea~hing a;i.ds, curricµlum and. ;i.nst:trl.li:;tion. 7 
.?n. G. Schqbert, "Do Te.;:H::he,rt> Read Abaµt Reading?" CaJ-if9rnh Jour.,.. 
nal 2.f Educational Research, XVII (March, 1960), pp. 94-95. 
6Bruce Balt;:>w, "Magazine Reading Among Teci.chers ap.d P:i;iospect:i,ve 
Teachers," Journal of Te13-cher Ec;lu~ation, X:U (March, 1961), P1 53,...59, -. ' 
7w. A. Graves, "Teachers' Reading and Recreational Interests,'' 
~~6 Jou~nal, LV (November, 1966), pp. 17-19. 
14 
Plymire did er .diaser1;1at;l,on Q:Qnc;e:i;:ning ~h.e attit:-µde~ cf Qu.s,,1;1ess 
~<luqat<,>J"S conc::.ein:lng .;1;1.e trr:o;f~ss~9nal contributipns. of bQsine~1 · ef:l~p~ .... 
ti.on period::l.cal. 1itet'ature. Ile hac;l a s~Ple of 226 s~•te, ~;1.t:y, and 
que$.t:;i.onnait~. An analysiEil of the data from his study indic~tec;l t.he+e 
i~ a 'Qigl;l degree of agreement am.ong su.bgi;-oµps of the sauiple o~ supe:i:- . 
visor;s of bu$ines$ epucfltors tbat bus:i,neE!s ed4c~tion. periodical liter,a"'.' 
tuii-e ·is !llaking profeesional contribµtif.!>ns, Pl,ym;t.re conc;;luded 1lhe sl'!-mple 
;.. 
of sµperviso•.p; agreed that the bus;iDr,!liS ec\µcat.ion peri<?dical literature 
i,s making contributions in, tbese area111: teachip.g methodol,pgy ~ tbec;>ries 
and pra~tices, spec::l.fi~ su~jec~ ~r~as~ class~oom motivat~Qn ~nd pu~iPe~e 
edu<i-ati<:>n philosophy.a 
Ratlis did a· ~u'fve:y ·of r•ade:i;!il c;if 'lthe pel:'ipd;l,qal ]l:du~atii¢n1al I,,eader"" 
... ' , ...... 
ship tl.'\l det;epn,itie what s~c;:tions of the ~g~dne we~e µ9q111.lly :J:"ead cate-
fully. l'he percenta.ge·of reacj.iars which usl,.l~l.fy read careful.~y the 
va1;1io1,1s ~ectJPne·qf t;h~ m4~a~ine w~~~ as fel,.bws; 
InnovAU<m~ . :i.n EdµcatiQn 
Theme Articles 
Research :i.n Review 















a~e:yd Giles PlYIJl;f.l:'e, "Tlie Q ... aert; a111 ~ ~ea~urenie:pt of th~ At;tHud~s. 
of Bui?ilie~s Edl.lcat!!>rlil Con~el;"n:ing t~e Prot'esSiP:Pal-Co'fttribµt.ions:i Qf 
Busi·nees Educ·ation Pe;bclica.1 Literature,'' (unpµb. Ed .n. d:;leseJ:tation, 
University of North Da~ot:a, l967). 
9Ja,mes D. Rath$~ ."Repoi;t of a Survey qf Readers of Educatipnal 
Leadership," Educational LeadefahiJ?, XXIX (October, 1971), p. 38. 
15 
If teachers in general have reading Pi::'eferen~ea.as·indicated by 
t;he stui:iies juat mentioned, it follows th~t buduef3s te~chers coul,d 
business educ~tion pe~iodicals. 
Dl.Je t:o the findings-of the studies coµcerning teachers' reading 
habits of professional,. literature, one miE!;ht assume teachers do not ft;!el 
the reading of professional literature is very impc;irtant, A study by 
Metzger would tend to indicate the Clpposite. He asked 130 administtators 
and teachers to evaluate six basic techniques of inservice education· Of 
the six techniques; "provision ot adequate reading materials" received 
the high~st evaluation ai;'ld endori;iemeµt.10 
With thefe various ideas ~n mind conc$rning teachers' professional 
+1ea9il;lg habita, let us now f?xplare aome of the r~asons g;lvfl!p. why teacher,s 
should do professional reading in the periodicals. 
Prc:;if essionalism 
• , . readiqg has long been accepted as a sign of Pt'Pfesii;;icmal 
ipterest. Ever since the days of Ho~ace Mann and Hel;lrY 
Barnard teachers.have been urged to raise thei+ pro;fession~t 
standards by professional readi:ng~ atjlong other activities. 
lOPaul Metzger, "Profei;;siQQ~l Reading; Key to ln!!jervic:e Develop-
ment," Catholic School Journal; LXVUI (February, 1968), p. 40. 
1 ~Heli=n F;i.shen;·, "Teacheri;:; Reading Uabits.,.....,,a Sigµ of frofess;l.onal 
Interest," Jol1rnal of Educational Sociology, XXXII (November, 1958), 
p. 127. . 
In l 936, business tescqen welt'f:! bE;!J:l8 given :ireaisonlS to read. 
Graham gave four :t"easoµs why ~he te.,~he~ sho~ld eµ,gasetq a systematic 
p~pfess;Lonal reading .progr.am: . 
( 1) The "powers ... that ... be" rea4. 
(2) The rate of social-economic and ed~cational change is 
being accelerated. 
(3) Read;i.ng is a short .... cut. 
(4) We need stimulating contacts with other matur~ minds.~2 
knqw;J..edge.mustkeep 'llP with new knewledge in their fi~19,s, 
The new experimental studies with potential implic~t~ons 
for teaching must be continuously as1;1ayed. 
Practically every problem a teacher meets has ~ee~ 
met with some success by hup,dlfe4s of other teac'h~l!'s. 'Ih~ 
key to viewing the experiEinc~s of oth~r instructors is 
of ten available through the medium of pr~f essional 
reading.13 
Hayden state that one of the minor ~r;Lteria µsed in judging whether or 
:pOJ:·a particular occupation m.;i.y be cl.as15ified as a prohssi4)n is tpe 
availability of adequate prof~ssienal literature~ Th~y go on to say . 
the ambitiou~ business teacher will dq considerable professional 
reading. 14 
12Jessie Graham, "Would You Advance: Then Reap:" BiJ~il,'!,e~a Edu.ca-
tion World, XVIII (May, 1938), pp. 736-738. 
13Glenn Myer~ Blair, R. S~~wart Jones, and Ray H. Si~pso~, 
Ed~cational J?sychology (New York, 1968), p. 59l. 
14c. A. Nolan, Carlos D. H~ydeq, and Dean R. Mahbary, l'r:;i..nciples 
and P(oblems Qf Bus;l'\ess Education (Cincinnati, 1967), p, 612. · 
16 
17 
In t~lking about ''yQu and rour profes~·ipn," Garrisen inclu<ies · 
systematic reading cif gene:t:'a.l. educat;ioµ ;.qfo'l'!llat;;;l.f)n and ke~ping informed 
of the best practices in· the fi@;l.cl as ways of itHl>qtfibuting to the 
teacher's effectiveness in the classropm, 15 
F;rom these comments one may cQnclude the reading Qf business educl3.-
ti~n periodicals is conside+ed impq".l;'tant in the prohssionalization of 
the bus;i.ness teacher. 
Creattvl.ty 
I 
According to Debrum, a distinguish~ng quali~y r;;it t!he ef:eective 
teacher is creativity, The teachet mus~ have an acqyisitive nature, 
and the effective business teacher w~ll be a creator and collector of 
t¢aching aids to supplement tra4it:i,on~l instru<\\Uonal ni,aterial,.s. Th' 
~tfect::Lve business teache+ should ~oil,td,nue to study the l;llllitless body 
of knowledge, and he will r1aad "business ~nc;l business educat:iop. perioQ.i..,. 
ea.ls, among otl:iers, to help J;lropagat;~ his kp:Qwled$e. of '!:he f:;i.e;l.d. Hi 
Robinson illustrated, l;>~ 1,1~e cf Pl- rea,l, .. :J,if~ situliltiPJh l;l9w a: 
teacher can take the material aµd ~nQWl~dge gained from readiµg profeE?-
sional literatu!!e to improve·and st!Il\ulatfl his own teacbing. 17 
15ilayd It. Gc;i.:i;riscm, "H;9w ProfeE?§i9nal Are YqtJ~" Busin~ss Education 
Forum, XV (May, 1961), p. 17. 
16s. Joseph Debrum, "Creativity in the Basic BusineE!S Gu~~ic;:µll.llll-­
Pistinguishing Qua,1.ities of the Effe!::tive T~acher, '' Bus:Lness ~9,4cation 
Forum; XXIII (March, 1969), pp, 3-4. · · · · · · '' · ·· 
l 7Thomas E. Robinson~ "Reading ~aketh a Go0d Teacher,'' NEA Jau.I;"nal, 
XXXVIlI (January, 1949), pp. 42-4~~ 
l8 
Smit:Ji,: ;Ln w:i;-:i.tins abou,~· ''What; Nak~s an E£fra~t!f.ve Tt~cl'uil;'," ,µp-po;t'~f.! 
the ;1.d~a of the teacher writi~g ~~~ p~bl~~~tiQ~ rnd ~~t~~4i~s his 
curio1:1ity to what: ot:be'j!'li1 are d~f.flg iq his £;tel~. lf;J 
ParE1ons makes a broad ~tate~ent wpich sums up the effeet 9f pro~ 
feeu~ional ;t"ead;f.ng by .. au· acqµi~itive and creat:i,ve teacher. 
Teaqhe~s need to read in·ord~r tQ h~ve well-r9uµqed 
peJ:1sopalitie~ 1 •• ,to be f~milia+ wi~h the world aroumd the~, 
to lilt:rep.gthen theixi 1r1:tl\ds and· gain wisqom, to eq.abl~ the 
full force of ~hl!d.r abiU.tiea and persqnal:J.tie1:1 tQ r~acb 
out and lead those who have peen entrust~d to them on to 
eve~-new he;l.ghts of sood +~ving, is~l~-9evelopment~ ~nd 
learning .19 ' ' 
Learning is· a lifelons task. and 11fl\l$'Plar AP,d sflilte~t;l.~ l>J:'Ptei;is;l.onal 
reaQing broadens.horiions, ~~dateEI niat:e~ial and ;echn;q~e~, ~nd cp~tiq~es 
the spirit of inquiry e~sent;i,al, ~n evety prgfessio'l;'l.."~O 
NefSOn. pc:;iints out the seanniQ.S ef J):,;'()fe~f3io~~l, jj;)\l'~nAls ill 'Qµsiness 
edu.caticm such as Buai~efils Ed~c;~~,~~n .F0J,"u.m, ~ue:t.Pef31\1 E1d1tt,~1a,t~~? Wcn:i;J..d, 
Foyp.da~igns for Businees. Edu.c~t:f..PJh ari.d ~~s!~e.s~ l'~af~~t. h p~;t;:f.cularly 
helpful in collecting supplement:ar:y teachin~ ~ids. He a;Lso ~uggeE1ts the 
reviewing of past business educ,tion pe~iodi~als fqr techniques ~nd 
ace;i.vities about teaching specific bu~in~ss topics i~ ~spe~ialiy helpful 
for the beginning teacbe+~Zl 
18charles B. Smith, "What Makes ~n Etfective Teacher," Balan~e 
Sheet, XLIII (October; l96l), p. 66. ·· · 
19A:i:-thur H. Parson~, J:r;., "'J.'he T~oiiiche:r'e Need to Read," NEA .:foBrllal, 
XLVII (March, 1958), p. 169. ........,..... ' · 
20wi11iam H. c;:onley, "I.~a1n;1ing ls ~ tifelong Task," Cathol;i.c S¢hool 
J9urnal, LXIX (Decembe-,:~ 1969), p, 9. ·· ·' · · · 
i~Robl.!!;rJ E. Nelson, "Building a Resource File in Basic B\lsiness," 
.Business Education Forum; XXIII (November, i968), pp. 24-25, · 
In a study by Shinpoch, t1'.e da~a indic;;Jted that· there is a d:l.Uer-
enc«e in ~he m,.unber .of: clafJS pet:l,.~pa a te~che:r: !;ea.chfi!s in h:l.s Jnflj9r a-.;-ea 
at1.d · i1'. the regular;Lty Pt ;r:e-d~J18 p;i;ofe$siQp.aJ, pu;bllc:11t:#.011•. u, Jepo;r~ed 
the group which taµ,ght-mo~tly :f,q the ~le~ (biplog:y) haq a higheio conf;!.-
de'Q.ce ::l.n t;he . use of cµfrent term;Lnology :l,.n biology. Thii;; probably Wafil 
due to. tb,e reading of the. professicmal publications as the tertlls an~-
seve:i;-al courliles outside biology read more general educat:f,.onal publica-
t;.Qns than. did. the . otqe:i:·. group. Hh s l=µdy ·drew nQ -con~ll.\sicms alii t<:> tile 
types of art~cles tl:le tea<;ib.ers pt'ef et'ied t(> reac;l..--oply that ~heil;' f amib 
iarity with certain biologi~al t~rm~ was affected~22 
Moffatt and Rich maintail\ it is desirable th~t eye;yo~~ in educa..-
tional WO:i;'kdevete a bl,oc~ Of timja t<D p~Qfessiona.:J, -,;:"eading, e$pec;:i~+lr 
those new and live mat~r:la~s wqiczli will b~ ef ass:f.st~pi.~~ ;ln ~eepiJlg one 
p~ofessionally alert so 8$ to be ~nfQ:t;Ined aQ9µt"oon~•mpo~afy tJend$. 23 
Teaching ia a prof es!donli\l. ~ie;J,d wqel'e ch(ill.\8.~S are cqn.,.. 
stantly tak!ng' pli11ce ~ :New dif:lciove:d~Ei !iii p~ychQ,l.Pgy and 
;in methods of teach~na a~e ~he r~le rather than the t~c~p­
tion, The gradua,te'of a t~ech~r.,..~r4iJ,ining institu~:j.on of 
ten.years lll-8,Q, if he has --qQt l<.ept up to· date, woul,d be 
astonished by advances wht~h have been ma.de even.in that 
short ti.me in the techniCJ,ue~ of his PJ'OfesE;·:i,Qn. Chernges · 
an¢! new developments ;in subjec::t; l!latter f;i.elQ,s also are 
mc;iving ahead 1at: a fas~ pac::e. The teacher who ii;J·to be a 
challeP.ging leader of child-pen mu~tl~ar'n b,ciw to keep abreast 
of such· changei; aP.d ;in a ve:ry' r~al sense oonti11loue to b~4a ·. 
learner after his fo:i:mal ~d4o~tipn ha~ b~en completed. 
22John Russell Sh;i.npoch, "A Staius Study of :Silo~y,'l'eaf;:};l~J;'s in the 
Pubiic Secondary Schools of the State of Oklahoma," (u~pub. Ed.D. Disser~ 
tation, Oklahoma State U~ive~s;i.ty, 1967), p~ 26, 
23Maiice P. Mqffatt and Stephen G. R;i,ch, "The Educa.tor's fl;'ofes-
sicp.al Reading~" Journal of Educae!l!>nal Socioli:igy,. XXIX (October, 1955), 
p. 69. . .- . . ., .. 
24Glenn :Myers Blaii<t R. Stewart;t Jones, and Ray a. Simpson, P• 607. 
Teachers.a,s Consumers of Educ~tion13-l 
One of the jµstif;l..<;:at;iom.s given for a teacher to publish ia ~he 
influence the writing will have on other teachers. 
Why .wr;i.te? First i$ the matter of influence. A 
teacher beginning his career today-~te~ching si~ classes 
a day, of 35 students e~~h~-wi11 not influence more than. 
about 10~000 stucl,ents dur:l,ng his entire 40-year car~er. 
rhat same teacher may easily influence as many people~~ 
or even two or three tirru~s that nµmbe+--in a single month 
by writing just one ar~ic!e.25 
This justification seems to assu,me a great deal c;i.bqµt te~chere' 
consumption of literatµre and its effect on them. This ass~mp1;:ion is 
questioned by teachers and edµcators~ as well it shou1~ be with the 
lacl< of reseatch in this a~ea., 
Milham (who l:i,m:lts his statetll~nts to typewriting r~seal;:'ch but 
states it could apply. tq any ~rea of l;>µsinesi; education) iilsks ~- "But 
what exac~1y does research in business education do tor the classroom 
teacheJ;.' and his studentlil? Aren't we$upposed to be the benef;i,c:laries 
of such re~earch?26 
20 
He al.so questions if teachers understand it. And of tl;lqse who do, 
how does it affect them, .and do. th~y profit fro!;ll it? Milham feels he 
h~s spent valuaJ>le time and en~rgy for nought reading current iartii;;les 
b,\\1.sed on research in business educat~on, For.the past fift;;een yea;-s, h~ 
has read tnnumerable articles in var~ous business education journals and 
25Enocq J, Haga, "You Have a Stake in Writing for Publication," 
Business Education Wo'l;'ld, XLI:X (September, 1968)? p. 20. 
26George E;. Milham, "What Good Is Research in Typewritin$," 
Busines$ Education World, XLVIII (September, 1967), p. 11. 
listened to speakers quote from·re~earch; yet, he is p~Efidve that tlie 
fundamental manner in which he t'!!aches typ,w>;'iting hAs tiot ch\flmged ~ne · 
iota.during the f:ffteen.-year·peded. He is met1ely pqintit\8 out•that 
despite his widespread reading, it has not in~luenc~d his teaching nor 
swayed his beliefs.27 
Mi,1.ham raises other points that 13hould cau~e the writers anded:f,.-
t:ors to take·a closer look at what they are trying to accomplish, He 
notes the stµdent teachers his school receives reflect the thinking of 
thdr in51 ti tµtions, and they come with th~ same. proced~res as were 
taught·at leC;lst fifteen years ago. He has come t<jl the e'?nclusion that 
researchers tend to write for either their owil si:i.tisfac1;ion C)r for the 
benefit of one another--they obviously do not cater to the average 
reader. He questions the "gobbledy-gook11 l,lSec;l in a'.l!'ticle~ that ~ew 
people outsid~ the writer's own littl~ w~rld really und~rstand~28 
It is obvious that Milham has tak~n an extre~ist's veiwpoint. 
However, he raise~ questions wl;iic'ht could.refleci;, the thoughts of othet 
teachers in.business educati,on. 
Rowe, Lloyd, West, and Cook reply to Milhaw's ~riticisms of ~usiness 
edu~ation research. But even they raise some doubt!> as t:~ ~he actual 
influence of the literature on teachers. Rowe contends much resea~~~ 
has influenced typ~writing methodology to the e~tent that basic. type-
writing skill and production have improveq dramatically within recent 
yearsf29 Lloyd points out that busin,esi;p ~d,ucation m.aga~ines carry 
27 
George E. Milham, pp. 11-12. 
28rbid., PP· 12~14. 
29Jo.hn L. Rowe~ "What Typewriting Research ijas Accomplished," 
Busiµess Educi:i.tion World, XLVI!I (~eptember, 1967), p. 12. 
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a;irUcle11 in which ~esearcher·• ~xpla~n. theix- fit\d~ng .. ~n f!ract:ical 
terms. 30 · West fee;l.s it ii;s Q.~sirabie for aa !nveli;ltigato1=' ta try to. "t;rans .. 
late'' .his resea:i:-cQ. fer teaeh~rE!~ 'l;>µt the,rtf ;f.s a 1!mit qn. whli\t eian. be dQ~ 
:l,n a .profesEiional jpu:rnal article. IJe feels the teacher has t~ bring 
something to his reading. West an$wers Milham' s· referen~e. t9 '"gobbledy-
gook" in his dbtinct.style.(it so happened Milham used a·quote fre>m 
'.fhose who label as."imp;e$dye verb:f..a$e" terms /ilnd·~oncepts 
l:l.ke hxp.othe~ie, ldne,s11;~jti~ ~ue~. , z:ape of ... ·. acsy!~i,Si()~, and· 
the like are me;-$ly.teat. fyiyg to.t;lie deftcief!.cies in. the:l.;r• 
own educational backgroun~,3, 
West also c;:owments that; this b a rath~r liiad c91n11u!~nta;ry on t;e~che; e<.iuca--. 
tion.p~ograms,32 
Yet, M;t.lb,am has ma.¢f.e h:f,.s poi'tlt; If the. baeiic pu~po$e of l;n,.1.&l!iness 
education periodicals is to benefit ~he teache~ and the seu4eut, shou~d 
:Qot.the wdters consider this problem? How m~ny othe-,l>\1E!:l.ijeslil .eQ.~cat:f.pn 
teachers feel the same. way? Whl!!.t t:;yp~s of articles do bu,~inetu:i ~d'llca.1;:!9n 
teachers pref er to :read? The~u; se~m tP be val:l.El ques t;ions ~ aq.d the 
answer's cpuld be impe,rtant ip. the :f,.mpl+cati~nEi for teachf!r educe\t::;l.on 
programs and their. treatmen~ Qf ~ducational reEi~a~ch ·classes as wel~ 
as for writers and editors of business ~duc~U()ln pei-!9dicals. 
for the classroom teaeher unt:;U the te~chet utiUzes t:he :Undings of 
30Alan G ~ Lloy4, "Why Do 'l'eai:he:i:'s Fail., ti'> Apply t4~ Reslflts e>f 
Typ~ng Research, ... Bui;i!ness Education World, XLVllI' (Sep~eriibe~, 1967), 
p. 14. . .. . . . . 
311eonard J. Wei;it, "'l'ea~heiti!' l?er~eption$ of Researeh," Business 
Education World, XLVIII (September, 1967), p. 35 • 
.32rb!d. 
+esea;rch in h;Ls own c;la•se19 ~ He disagre'~ w:f,.th Milhli!lµi as he !ill.(Pmit;s 
resear~h has made ~.4iff~rence fpr thousands of thinking PFaCtl~ioner~ 
in the field o;I; typewt:l.t;;f.ng-.. incl,ud:l,ng clai:H!irQPm teach(!r~ • t.;~~cher 
educators, supervisors~ aµthol!'s and publishers,33 
23 
Although they disagree with Milhaµi on the qua:).ity of bus;l.ness ~cluca­
tion +esea.rch, L],oyd34 and West35 agree that thechange inthe clt;issropm 
has not been as rapid as it should have b~en, 
Rowe36 and West:37 recognize a need for biatter disseminat;l.on of 
research findings, bet1;:er ;i.nterpretat;J.cms of the Und:i.p.gs of research 
to classroom teachers~ and for somehow equipping te,flchers to dq1w the 
appropriate conclusion$ f;rom research £indi~gs. 
Lloyd, on the other hand, Ula~ntains there is n<;> lack. of sincel;'e 
effort to disseminate information abo~t finding~·~ fl(! fee;l.s the hit~h 
in transferring the re£$earch U.ndings j:e the classroom ~s the tendency· 
of all of us to wait f Pr. 13C>meth:i.ng t,o be final,be4, He states teache:rs 
wait for a ct;lurse of study using this researcl;l info;r'll\at;l.,9n to be final-
ized for them, or they wa:i.t fen; a new kinc;l of textbook to b~ £inalized · 
before. they will µse :research findings :i,n the classrooll\, ~~ 
One method of disseminating research findings is the a4thori~y 
model. 
33Fred S. Cook, "Typ:tng Re!;learch Has Made a Difference," B4s!ness 
Edµcation World. XLVI!I (September, 1967), p. 37. 
34Alan C. Lloyd., p. 14. 
351eona:rd J. West, P· 37. 
36John L. Rowe, p, 13, 
3heonard J. West, p. 36. 
38AJ,an c. Ll.oyd, p. 14. 
This model assi,nnes that th~ c+assroom practitioner 
will independently see~ and~use research that appliee 
to hb cl,assroom practice~ 
The written werd mi;i,y car:i:-y authority in some c~rcl.~&1, 
but the evidence is less than reassuring that research 
findings are put in practice through printed media.39 
24 
There is evidence the assumptions made by the authority model are 
not always valid. In a statement on who reads articles in scient;ific 
journals, John Wilkins6,n obsetved that the avera~e scientific contri~ 
but ion is read by a small m,1mber of people and some, con tribu1;.ipns are 
not read.at all. From his re$earch, he concluded that som~ gontrihu~ 
tions are read by several hundred people, therefore, mqst p-pers are 
not read at all.40 
Yele>n, in answe:i:-in$ t;he question of wheth,er or pot teachers are 
competent.consumers of reseaJ;"ch, says most teach~rEi knew that some 
relevant research material exists; however, almpst none have the time 
or energy to read all that may be relevant. Some are d~scou+aged from 
read;J..ng research because· they do not knoiy how to read and ipterpret 
the technical reports. Of ·tho~~ te~chers who do know hQw ~o interpret 
these reports, few actually use the knowledge gained for their classroom 
operations. For this t;ranslat:i.on and experimentatioa, time, energy, and 
requisite knowledge of psychological measurement an4 statistics are 
l;'equired. As a partial solution, Yelon l'luggests that "Colleges of 
39M&urice J. Eash, "Bringing Research Findings into Classl;'oom 
Practice," Elementary School Jo~rpal, LXVI:U (May, 1968), p, 41~, 
40il>id. 
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Ed4cation" might teach in th~i:i: ''method13'' coin:iieS how to do systematic. 
reading of research to answer im~tructional proble~s, 41 
Balow iabo stres$es the )leefi for p:irofessional read:i;p,g etn~hasis in 
Ol.lr teacher education programs. 
The finding that gradl,l,eite·students in education read 
primarily those professionaljournah supplied gratuit;;eus'.l.y 
with organizati~n membership implies that we are not develop-
ing habits·of profess~onal feading in our teacher edµcation 
pragrams.42 
Reading .Habits of TeacQ.ers 
Itsh<;>uld be emphasized ther~ are ways pf encouraging 1;;eachel;'lil to 
do more professional reading. There have been means by which administra-
tors and reading censµltants were able to inf lµence more professional 
reading by teachers, 
Fisher reported cm a study ef fifty teachE!.rs' reading patterns in 
relation to education and experience, interest :J.n reading, cµrricµlum 
colJlill;i.ttee service, and availab;l.:;!,ity. of materials. She ascertained that 
in schoolS whereprofessional journal!\! were provided and J;'egularly cir-
culated, teachersi did do more +ea4;lng. Prindpals were able to 
stretigthen the teachers' reacli1'g hab:i.t;; by sendip,g articles to teachers, 
andby calling attention to recent literature at fac;ulty m~et~ngs. 
Fisher also noted that teachers involved with committeee1,. siuch as 
41stephen L .- Y~l,cin 1 ''Teachers as Consumer:;; of Research,". Psygho:J.ogy 
,.!!! the Schools, VI (April, 1969), p. 15,5. ' · · 
42Bruce Balow, p. 58. 
c1.,1.r;-icµlum study 1:r:oup1. m•c.i•Ume !Qr p;of••aioul ;•ad:l.na on·:r:el.,ted 
issues. 43 
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Below are some ef the meth<:1d~ Bl~i:r, JonefJ~ anc;l $i1'pson suggest ·for· 
schpoi boai;ds and administrators to U$e ti!> improve the professional read.-








Set aside a sm.,ll_sum of money each month for p+efeit-. 
sional materials. 
Establbh ·with the ia.id of the te,ai;:hers and l,ibrarians 
active profeasiqnal librar;les in each school. 
In faculty meetinglil and e~sewhet« en(!Qq~a.ge tb,e·d:f.s~us­
sion and consideration cif new ii;leas J;"el~ting t~ m~t"ods; 
materials, and•evalu~ti~n which a~e be;lng tr:f.ed :l.n.othet 
school systems. -
Help teacher~ isolate-the specif~¢ prefesstonal p~pblems 
which they _feel are '!;he. lJlQSt "presdng and ni.~ke it a .:po!nt 
to suggest some ref:ldiP.8 sr.:>urces frQm wpteh tbe:y fll.1$llt-
get help. ' 
Ask indivi4ual teachers p~~:J.Gd;lcall~ wh~~ tll~y.a,:r;~t'ea.4-
ing and what ·ideas they aie using f:rom suqh t"ead:;l;p.g. 
Encourage publbh~r!!I tci send nQ~ic~s of new prQfessi'qTI.a:I. 
materi.als. to 11..hra.ri~ns. at1.d t~achers fer.i:o th~ir c::,nside;-a ... 
tion. 
Make provisions in wprk schedules of tea~hers so that 
some time each wee~ aan Qe utilized fo~ stu4ying new 
practices and trends.44 · 
Although it is important for ~eu11.~hers to read profe$s;i.onE1rl LJ.t~ra-
tu-re, ; it is even more important· that they use what they read tc:> improve · 
themselves as teacher$. While diiscµsi;iing th~ "pr13fessi¢mal con~cience" 
and reading, Nash ._makes;; this point clear. 
43aelen Fisher, "'i:eac;:h~:i:: Differenqes in PrefessiQn;:;Ll, Readiug," 
Eq1,lcatienal Administration -.nd Supervision, XLIV (September, 1958), 
PP· 264-287. . ' . -- ' I 
44clenn Myers Blair, R. Stewar.t Jone:;;; and Ray H: Simpson, p. 607. 
I.n order tp learn from and be stirnµliated by whs,t we· 
read we.mus.t·act upon the book iri a pr~ci$e and aggressive 
fashion, taking fr(!)m it only that which we need to enr:f,cP, 
ourselves. Thb involve$ exchaTI.girig out" hapits of ~as~,i.ve 
for those of active re~ding. A much smaller p~rt o oµr 
total "reading" timl!lshould be.spent in passing ou+ eyes 
obediently oveJ;' tyranne>us lines of print, and a rnuc:h ;Larger 
part spent in medi~atio!li upon and utilization of wbat we 
havereaa. 45 
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Blair, Jones, and Simpf:?on declare.the ultimate reason for teachers 
to use their re~ding for improvement in an "active'' manner ii;; to eµ,able 
themselves to be):ter help the students. 
He learns to be a <;ir~tic of })is own performance and st:l.mu,,.. 
!ates prc:igress among his colleagues and.other profession~! 
workers. Most important .of all, the continually developing 
teacher af hcts the behavic;>r of his pupil,s who learn by 
example, and profit from the e~:i;-iched and up-to,.-date pro~rarn 
of studies which a1,most inevitably ensue9.46 
Summary of Revi(aw'of the Literature 
Most of the studies dealing with teachers' ~eading preferences 
pertain· to the amoi,mt they tead and/or the l,<inds p£ pe:i:-;lodicals to 
which they subscribe; The emphasis of tP,ese stuO:;les ·tef\ded to be.~n 
the quality of the reading done.by the teachers. 
4 few studies delve into the types of ar1;:icles tea<;:her$ or the 
general pJJblic prefer to read. In each of these studies there.have 
been definite preferences. 
These ;research findings have led to the oonclusion t;ha t teachers 
do not do as much professional reading as they should to keep pro:f;es-
sionally alert. Al,tho~gh tht~ might ~ause a person to assume teacher~ 
45p~w1 Nash, "Reading and the Professional Ccmscience," AAUP 
Bulletin, x;r..vr (December, 1960), pp. 367-368. 
46Glenn Mye:r;s Blair, R. Stewart Jones, and Ray H. SimpsonJ p. 607. 
de;> :not believe euch readins is allthat impo:i:tant, one st'l,!.dyrevealed 
teachers did, in fact~ feel ade~uate·r~ading rnaterialis tci be m~E!t 
valuable in aiding them to oe m~re professional. Why thi~ aPP~ren~ 
inconsistency? One answer was that the professional literatu.re is 
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not meeting the needs of the teachers. A possible correction of tq;i.s 
p17oblem might be to determine the types of articles teacher!ii c;lq 7;).eed and 
prefer to read. Th:Ls wou,;1.d be one way to enable t:lfe writers i;ind edit()rs · 
:t:o meet.better the teachers' needs and, thus, to possibly improve their 
professional reading habits. 
Several reasons have been given why teachers shQuld reacl. educat;::t,pnal. 
periodicals and tfiere appears tc;> be near u.nive:rs1:1l agreement on the nf'led 
for professional reading. 
Teac;hers a:i;e encouraged t;o write for publ:l,.catd.on and tQ keep abrea,st 
of current developm$nts in education and theit:' partiqula:i: fie,ld. These 
activities·are deemed importaµt because of the prof~ssiona+ aspects 
involved, the C(mtinuatio'Q. of an inquisitive nature ~nd c:re~tivity, and 
the updating of materials, teaching aids and techniques. 
Writing is considered important not only because of the b~µef~ts 
derived. by. the writer, but; because of the assumpt;l..on it will influen~e 
many other teachers and their students 
There appears to be a geqeral consensus that teachers are influenced 
by educational literature; then, paradoxi.cally, they point out the·lack 
of change in the classroom in accorc;lance with current researcq f:i,ndings, 
Most: seem to bel:l,eve a better way of dissemination is needed, and that 
teachers need i:o be betl!er.equipped in drawing conclusions from their 
reading of the educational literature. 
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Many of the writers of the liteiatµre apparentiy assµme that 
what they research and write about is what the teacher wants and needs 
to l;'ead. As pointed Qut in the review ~f lite:r;ature, not- all teachers 
feel this way. Therefore, it wou+d seem reasonable to ask the teachers 
their reading preferences of various types of articles in the periodicals, 
If, for e~ample, buli!iness teachers prefer "how to, do" articles much 
more than research-oriented articles; the researcher might want to put 
his research findings into a "how to do" fotimat. This could result in a 
broader readership and, thu!i!, better dbseminc;i.t;ion and use of resea;i;c):i. 
findings as well as.other types of information. Such 'find,ingei.could be 
valuable and worthwhile fo?J bu~iness educat:.ot:s and their students~ 
It is important to remember that: the purpose of professional read-
iJ:lg, and research concerJ:1.ing the ~eE!.chers' reading habits, ;Ls to improve 
the inliltructers' t:eaching methods which will enable them to better edu.,. 
cate their students. 
CHAP'rER I II 
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 
The business teachers of the publtc secondary schools qf Oklahoma 
were selected .as the population. The avai;Lal;>ili ty of t;:he names of the 
business education teachers in Oklahoma was a prime consideration in 
selecting the population. The names and addresses qf l,02p business 
education teachers were obtained from t;:he O~lahoi:na State Department of 
Education, 
'rhe, individl.lality added by u~ing the teacher's name :i.11 the mailing 
of ~he introdu~tory letter and quest:i..<;>nnaire was dtas:l-gned tP encourage 
a higher percentage of returP.61 o:l; t;:he que!;!t:ionP.filires, ';\:'his, in t\.1.rn, 
should have helped to insure a representative sample. 1 
To further insure a represent~tive sample, an unrestricte.4 procedure 
was applied to the population to determin,e the sample (the defin~d popu-
;Lation was treated as an entirety and the sample was selected ,at large). 
Spec:;i,fically, the probabi,lity method of r,andoin sampling was used to 
select 256 teachers from the 1,026 pppulation. 2 A random table of 
lw. Rodman Snelling, "The Impact of a Persop.al:lzect Mail Qµestion"'.' 
naire," Journal of EducationaJ,. Research, LXIII (November, 1969), pp. 126-
129. -
2navid J. Luck, H.ugh G. i.;'aJ,.es, and Donald A. Taylor, Marketing 
Re£:1earch (Englewood Clifh, N. J., 1970), pp. 220-226, 611-612. 
numbers was used in the select~on of the 25 perce~t $ample of the total 
population to insure a minim4m of. possible bias with respect to the popu-
lation members designated.3 
Development of the Instrument 
In order to determine the types of articles that secondary business 
education teachers prefer to read in business education periodicals, a 
questionnaire form wai;. developed. First;~ the art;;i.c;:les :;i.n the business 
education periodicals were divided into four types: (1) :r;esearch 
oriented, (2) "how to do," (3) teaching a;i.ds anP, ma~erials, a11d (4) 
general information. Next, business education was divided into five 
classifications: (1) basic busine~s. (2) bo0k~~eping and accounting, 
(3) clerical program, (4) steno$raphic program, and (5) typewriting. 
This classification is used by the Business Edµcf!:tiqn :Forµm. 
The Balance Sheet, Business Education ~o:r:um, :a.u$ines~ Education 
World, Delta Pi Epsi.lon J~urna!, and Journial !!.} Bµsiness :E:ducatiotl were 
surveyed for articles of the four types in each of the five classif ica-
tions. The criterion for an artit;:le to be used on tj:ie questionnaire was 
that it meet the definition of one of the four types of articles in one 
of the five classifications. Copies of each of the periodicals listed 
above for 1968 through May, 1971, were obtained and placed in separate 
stacks. !he periodicals were alternately surveyed--starting with 4he 
current year--for an article meet,ing the c+Herion. TQ.e first article 
read that met the criterion was used. The~e articles were then 
3c. Mitchell Dayton, The Design of EducaUonal Experiments (New 
York, 1970)~ pp. 379-383. 
summarized and their tit~ee and su~~ies li~~e4 on the questionnaire 
under the proper classification (See AppendiK a). 
According to their rea4ing prefe~ences, the teachers ranke9 the 
four types of articles under each of the five c!assifications. The 
ranking scale consisted·of·l, 2, 3, and 47.-l in9ieating the highest 
rank. or the article most preferred of the four articles, and 4 indicat.-
ing the lowest rank or the article least preferred of the four articles. 
If, as an example, under the typewriting classification the teacher 
most preferred to rea.d the "how t;o do" article sui:nmadzed; he circled 
one (1) on the scale next to that arti~le. 
In addition to the questionnaire, a personal data form was developed 
to obtain the needed information concer~ing the teache~ and his school 
(see Appendix B). 
The questionnaire was re;l:ined through a pilot study in which 20 
business educators and graduate students ~ompleted the fprm. They also 
made suggestions to improve the questionnaire so it would ~ommuni~ate 
effectively to those who m;i,ght answer it;. Next, the qu~sti911pa.ire and 
the suggestions for improving 1;he form obta;l.ned from the pilot study 
were reviewed by the members of the researcher's l;ldvis~ry committee. 
As a resultof the constructive criticisms and helpfµlsu$gestions 
obtained through the pilot study a,nd the advisorycollllllittee, changes 
were made and a revised questionnaire prepared. 
Collection of the Pata 
Data was collected by means of questionnaires sent to secondary 
business education teachers in the public schools of the state of 
Oklahoma. The 256 teachers that received the qµestionnair~ were 
determined by a randpm sample. 
The questionnaire consisted of two parts (see Appendix B). The 
Personal Data Form included ten items seeking information related to 
particular characteristics of the individual and his school, The second 
part of the questionnaire consisted of twenty summarized articles aµd 
their titles. These articles were selected from various business educa-
tion periodicals (see Appendix D)~ The business education teacher was 
asked to express his reading preference by making a fprced ranking (l 
through 4) of the four arti~les under each classifica~ion. One of each 
of the four types of articles (research oriented, etc.) appeared un4er 
each of the five classif~cations (basic busin~ss, etc.), So, listed on 
the questionnaire were five articles for each of ~he four types. 
Along with the question~aire, which was stamped and addressed for 
easy return, the teachers received a letter of request and explapation 
(see Appendix A). Twelve d~ys ~fter the mailing of ~he lett~r an9 
questionnaire, a post card was mailed to the teaqhers that had not 
returned the questionnaire (see Appendix C). 
Responses were received from 17e (69%) of the 256 secondary business 
education teachers included in the sample. Of the total response, 153 
were usable for a 60 percent usable return from the total sample. 
Analysis of the Data 
The Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks and the Kruskal-
Wallis one-way analysis pf variance by ranks, nonparametric statistical 
tests, were used to test the h~potheses, The chi-square test was also 
used to analyze the dat~ when it further clarified the statistical 
findi~gs. 
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Siegel empha•ized ~hat parametric statis~ical t~ats Qught not to be 
used with data in an ordinal scale and that most nonparam~tric tests 
apply to data in an ordinal scale. 4 Popham sta~es many writers argue 
that ordinal data should not be subjected to the mathematica,l operat:l.ons 
which are used in.parametric aµa!yses since such operations require 
equidistance between the po~nts on the scale being u~ed. However, most 
statisticians have rejected t;his view but they question if there would 
be any sense to s~ch an analysis.5 
Some. advantages of t;he nc;mparametric statistical teats are: 0) 
probability statements obtained from most nonparametric statistical 
tests are exact probabilities, regardless of the shape of the popull;lticm 
distribution from which the random sample was drawn, and (2) nonpara~ 
metric statistical tests are available. to t~eat data which are inherently 
in ranks as well as·data whose seemingly nµm~rical E?c:Qres have the 
strength of ranks. Such data c~nnpt be treated by parametric methods 
unless precarious and verhaps unre,listic assumptions are made about; 
the underlying distribution,6 
The null hypotheses (hypothesis number one and m1mber three) which 
pertain to ~ related samples were tested for significance by the Friedman 
two-way analysis of variance by ranks. 
Wj:len one wishes to determine if three or more of 
matched samples differ ~ignificartt~y with res?e~t to data 
measured at least on an ordinal scale, the Friedman two-
way analysis of variance may be employed. This i:echnique 
4sidney Siegel, No~parametric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York, 1956), pp. 26-31. ._...,,..... ..,....,_ · · 
5w. James Popham, Educational Statistics ~and Inter-eretat;ion 
(New York, 1967), pp. 272-273f · 
6Sidney Siegel, pp. 32-33. 
is applied wh,enever the research is working w+th sets of 
matched subjects or wheg. the same subjects havebee\1 
exposed to different treatment conditions.7 
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For the Friedman test, the data was cast in a two~way table having 
N rows and k columns. The rows represent the various subjects and the 
columns represent the various conditions. 
If the subjects' scores were independent of the con-
ditions, the set of ranks in each column would represent 
a random sample from the discontinuous rectangular pistri-
bution of 1, 2, 3, and 4, and the rank totals for the 
various columns would be about equal. If the subjects' 
13cores were dependent on the conditions (i.e., if H0 were 
false), then the rank totals would vary from one column 
to another. Inasmuch as the columns all contain an equal 
number of cases, an equivalent st~tement would be that 
under H0 the mean rank$ of the various columns would be 
about equal. 
The Friedman test determines whether the rank totals 
(Rj) differ significantly. To make this test, we com~ute 
the value of a statistic which Fr:l,edm,an denoteis as xr • 
where 
2 1i 
:Kr • Nk(k + · 1) (Rj)2 - 3N(k + 1) 
N = number of rows 
k = number of columns 
Rj = sum of ranks in jth column 
k 
k 
Directs one to sum the square$ of the sum9 
or ranks over all k conditions,8 
To summarize, then the rationale of the Friedman two-
way analys:i.s of variance rests on the fact tliat, if matched 
sets of subjects (or the same subjects exposed to differential 
7w. James Popham, p. 283. 
8sidney Siegel, pp. 166-168. 
treatments) are assign~d to c:lifferent grq1;1ps rep:r~s1mting 
an independent varia,bl~, thei;r w;l.thin sets rank:t.n:gs that· 
are based on the· dependent variE1-ble will. be disttibut:ed · 
in a fairly random patte~n when the n1;1l+ hypothesis is 
tenable. When the nyll hypothesis is untenable, that is, 
when there are differences between two or more of the 
groups representing the independent variable, there will 
be a marked disparity between the sums of ranks for the 
independent variable groups. 
To test for si.gnifti;:ant diHerences between the cop.-
dition (independent variable) groups, the several sums of 
rap.ks are inserted in a formula which yields a value (xr2) 
to be subsequently int9rpreted for significance according 
to a chi-square table. 
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In regard to the powet;" of t:he test, an empirical study by Friedman 
has shown very favorable results for the x/ test as. compared witll. the 
most;: powerful parametric test, the F test. 10 
The second hypothesis and its subhypotheses pertaining to .!:, inde.-
pendent samples were tested for eignificance by the Kruskal-Wallis one-
way analysis of variance by ranks. According to Siege1ll and Pophami2, 
the K.ruskal-Wall.is one ... way.ap.alysis of vari.ance may be usec:l to test the 
null hypothesis that the Si3lllples came ~rom the same or identical 
population. 
_The test assumes that the variable under study has an underlying 
continuous distribution and requires at leastordinal measurement of 
that vari1;1.ble. 13 
According to Popham, the basic rationale for the test is quite 
simple. If there are no differences among the groups representing the 
9w. James Popham, P• ~84. 
lOsidney Siegel, pp. 172-173. 
llrbid,, p. 184. 
12w. James Popham, p, 2$5. 
l3sidney Siegel, pp. L84-185. 
'J 7 
independent variable, then wheJ.l all scores are ranked, :l,rrespec::ti,ve 
of groups, from highest to J,.owest, the average sum of ranks for each 
group shoul<;l be roughly the same~ If there are sigi:i:l,fiaant cl:J,;fferenc::es 
among the groups, then a marked disparity among the group~' average sums 
of ranks will exist,14 
It can be shown that if the samples actually are from the ~ame popu~ 
lation, or from identical populations the H (the statistic used in the 
~ruskal-Wallis test) is distributed as chi-square with df=k-1. That is, 
k 
H .,. 12 
N(N + 1) 2 
jz:l 
Rj2 
nJ" ,... 3(N + 1) 
wherl;! 
k = num~er of samples 
nj = number of c::ase~ in jth sample 
Na nj, the number of cases in all samples combined 
R~ = sum of ranks in j~h sample (coluxnn) 
k 
~ directs one to sum over the k samples (columns) 
j=l 
is distributed approximately as chi-square with df=k-1, for sample 
sizes (nj's) sµfficiently large. Therefore, the chi-square table was 
used to determine the level of signitic::anee,15 
14w. ~ames Popham, p. 285. 
l5sidney ~iegel, p, 185. 
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Since th~ value of H is eiomewhat iq;fluenced by ties, the effect of· 
ties was corrected b~ dividing H by the fonnula given below. 
where 
T ~ t3 - t (when t is the number of tied observations 
in a tied group of scores) 
N m numbe~ of observations in all k samples togethet, 
that :l.s, N "' nj 
T direct19 one to sum over ~11 gr9ups qf ties 
Thus a general expression for H corrected for ties is 
H,.. 
k 
N(Nl~ 11) :s 
j•l 
Rj.,2 "T" 3(N + U 
nj 
1 ... T 
IP ... N 
l'he effect of correct;iµ,g ;!:or ties is to increese the·value of H and 
thus tC'> Jnake the result mQreE\l~gp.if+cant than ;l.f it h,ad beep v.ncorrect;ed. 
The l<;tul'!kal-Wallis test seems to be the mqst effici~mt of the non ... 
parametric tests for inde~eµdent samples. It has the power efficiency 
of l + 95.5 percent when compa~ed with the F test, the mos~ powerful 
Tr 
parametric test.16 
T~e chi-square test was suitable to aid in the :f..nterpretati,on <;>f 
the data as it <;haals with frequ~nciea which were plai;ied, in d,ii:&t:i.ni;:t 
categpries, The technique is on~ of a goodness-of-fit. It: may be Ul3ed 
to test whether a sign;l.Ucant.differen,ce exists between an ol;>served 
16s;Ldney Siegel~ pp. 188~ 194. 
number of responses tall.ins ;ln each cat:e&P+Y and an ~ll;pected numbe; 
based on tne null hypothesis. 17 
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The chi-square test requires that the e~pected ;frequen(iies should 
nqt be too small. Walker and Lev suggest that if there are two or more 
degrees of ·freedom and roughly approximate prC)babilities for the test 
of significance, aQ. expectation l!lf only two in a ce~l is su;fficient. 18 
Snedecor and Cochran state the chi~sqµare tee;t is accurate enough for 
single classification if the smallest e~pectation is at le;:i.st one (1). 19 
where 
One-sample tests wi.l;J, be tested by the chi-square formula below. 
k 
~2 = 2, 
i=l 
Oi = observed number of cases categ~J;'ized in ith 
categot"y· 
Ei = expeceed number of cases in ith ca~egory under 
Ho 
t <ltrec1;s one to sum over all (k) categories 
i:::l 
In gene :i;-al, for the ane-sam.ple case, when H0 fully specities the 
Ei's, d;f=k-l, where I<. stancl.s for the number ()f categories in the classi-
fication (df refers t<:> degrees of freede>m which by its size reflects the 
17sidney Siegel, pp. 42-43. 
18Helen M. Walke;r and Jaseph Lev, Statistical Inference (New York, 
1953), p. 107. 
19George W. Snedecor and William G. Cochran, Statbtical Methods 
(Des Moines, 1967), p. 235. 
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n,uml:Har of observat:f,on,e th4\f:: · a;r~ · f1•e to vary •tt-r ~ertailo' r•e~:r;-:1.c;U<.lne 
have been placed on the data).20 
The· nul,1 hypothe11Jis wh:f.ch peJ:"~a;l,ne to t:wo.ind~pendent or k ind~pen-
dent sample$ will be tested by the chi-square formula below~ 
where 
(Oij .... E:i,j)2 
Eij 
Oij • observec;l number of ca$es catego:rized ip ith 
row of jth column 
Eij = number of cases ~xpected undef H0 to be categor-




directs one to sum over all, (r) rews 'yd all (k) 
columns, i.e., to sum over ~ll cel,ls. · 
The values of x2 yield~d by the .formula above are d:f.stributed 
approximately as chi-square witµ df•(r-1) (k-1), where r •;he number 
of rows and k =·the nt.lmber of CQlumi;is in the cont;i:p.gep<;:y tab+e~ 'l'he 
symbol :x;2 is used for the qµ~nt:j.ty which is c:alcµlat~d from the observed 
data (using the above formu+as) whena chi-squa'):'e test is pet'formed. 
The words "chi-.squar~" refer to a rap,dom variable which :t;ol.hw~ the chi .. 
square distribution as given in Table c from Sie$el. The sisnifi~anee 
of the value obtained for x2 will be detepnined by use o~ T~bie,C fr~m 
Siege.1,. 2~ 
20sidney Siegel, p. 43. 
211bid., pp. 104-105. 
22Ibiq., pp. 43-44, 249. 
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Summary 
Tpe population µsed ip, the study c<me:J,sted of ~ ,026 busi1'ess educa ... 
tion teachers in the public secondary schools of Oklahoma. Of these, 
256 (25 percent of the population) were randomly selected to receive 
the questionnaire. Th~ questicmnaire wE!.s to determ:5,.ne the read;f..ng 
preferences of the bueiness education teachers c;i.ccording to the typ~s 
of article~ summarized from t:he business education periodieals. 
Before mailing the questionnaire, it was refined through the u1:1e 
of sµggestions received from a pilot study and the researcher's adv;f..sory 
committee. Si~ty-nine percent (178) of the qµestion.na:i,res were 
returned and 153 (60 percent) were usable. 
Nonparametdc statist;l,cs were used in the analysis pf dat;a. The 
Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks and the ~ruskal-Wallis 
one-way analysis of variance by ranks were 1,1sed to test the hypotheses. 
In addition, the chi-square test was 1,1sed when it furth~r clarified the 
stat:tstical findings. 
The Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks was used to 
determine the differences in the rankings obta:i,ned by the fottr types of 
articles (research oriented, "how to do," teaching aids anP, materials, 
and general information). Therefore, the Friedman test was used to test 
hypothesis nu,µi.ber one and hypothesis number three to determine if the 
totals of the ranks received by the four t;ypes pf articles di~fered 
significantly. 
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks was used 
to determine if the rankings received by the four t;ypes of article were 
affected by a specific independent variab:I,e. For example, when teachers 
are grouped acc.ording to the numb~r of periodicals they subscpibe to, is 
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there a significant dtf ference in the average sum pf ranks r~ceived by 
the four types of articles from the groups of teachet1s? '.!'.:If the:t"e are 
no differepces among the groups representing.the independeqt vari,able, 
the average sum of ranks for each group will be roughly the same. 
Hypot):iesis number two was tested by the Kruskal-Wallis- test. 
The chi~square test was used when goodness-of-fit could help clarify 
the findings of the othei- statistical tests. The Friedman test indicates 
a significant difference in the sµm of ranks re~eived by the four types 
of articles. The chi-square test dete~mines if the total frequency of 
the number one (1) ranks received by each type of article differed 
significantly. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTA110N AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Intrpduction 
The primary purpose· of the s~udy was to dete~1,11.ine '!::he types pf 
articles, as summ.a:r:Lzed f J;e>m business educaticm periqd:l,.cals, that 
sec¢mdary buainess educatioQ. teachers ptefer tc::> "r~•<l· ';t'he population 
was limited to tbe s~condaty bur;Jiness teache"rs in th,e publii;. schc;iols 
of Oklaqoma. 
In order to obtain the bue:l,.i;iess education teacl)ei:-e' readin~ ppefer,... 
ences, a questionnaire with a ranking E!Cale was used. The~ia dat:fil. were 
analyzed by the Friedman two~way aµalysis Qf variance by ra~s, the 
priate, the chi-square test. The level of significance had ~o be ~05 
or less before a null hypo~hesia w,$ rejected. 
Findings of the Stu4y 
Research·Hypotheeis O:ne 
. .. ,.. ,; . . 
Hypothesis :q.umber one was stati.stically tested for sign:;lficance by 
the Freidman twq-way analysis of var:j_a,nce by x-ianks. The chi,.,square t;est 
was also used to analyze separately each of the four ranks~ 
Rea1ding Pi-ef e.rences Asc?r.ding ,!2. the ~ of A:i;ticle (Tab;Le :i:, page 
44). On the bas~$ of the evidenc~ presented in T~bl~ I, pag~.44, 
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hypothesis 1 (the type of sununa.rized articl~-~l. research oriented~ 
2. "how to do," 3. teaching a:l,de;1 and ma t.erial,s, and 4. general informa• 
tion--has no differential effect on the re,;icling p):'ef eren~es of secondary 
business teachers) may be rejected at the .001 level of significance. 
SECONDARY BUSINESS TEACHERS' READING PREFER~NC~S IN 
RELATION TO 'l'HE FOUR TYPES OF·ARTJ;.CLES .l\S 
DETE:Rt1INED BY .'ll!E RANKING OF THE 20 
SCMMARIZED ARTICLES 
'l'ype of Artil'!le 
Individual 
'l'eacher Research Teaching Aid~ "How to 
Oriented and Materiab Do" Inf~rmation 
1 2 3 4 l 
2 3 4 1 2 
5 ~ ) ~ ~ 152 3 1.5 1. 5 
153 4 2 3 1 
Sum of· Ranks 463 387 424 255 
Average Rank 3.03 2.53 2. 77 1.67 
x 2 r = 95.66* d.f. = 3 p < .001 
*Sign.;i.ficant at the .001 level 
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Table I cont;ains a rnunmary of .each t~acher' s ranking of the 20 
sQmmarized articles according to tthe four types~-research oriented, 
teaching aids and inateriale, "how t;o do," and genera).. it:i,form~t~on. 
There were five articles of each of the four types on t:he question-
11aire (see .i\.ppend;l.;l{: D, pages 122-126). The teacher gave each of these 
articles a rank of 1, 2, 3, or 4. Therefore, each type of article 
received a summed ranking from 5 to 20 by each teacher. For example, 
a teacher may have given the research-oriented articles a total rank 
of 11, the teaching aids anQ materia+s articles a total rank of 13, 
the "how to do" articles a total rank of 16, i;i.nd the general informa-
tion articles a total rank of 10. Then, as directed by the Friedman 
statistic, these total rank~ were reranked 2, 3, 4, and 1, respectively 
(as.illustrated by individual one in Table I). 
According to the sum of ranks and averag~ ranks in Table r, the 
type of article most preferred to be read was the general information 
article. It had an average rank of 1.67. Second in :i:eadip.g preference 
was the teaching aids and materials article with an average rank of 
2.53. The "how to dq" article was third in reading p:i:-eference with an 
average rank of 2.77. The type of article that was· least preferred to 
be re,a.d was the research-oriented article wit;h an average ri;ipk of 3r03, 
To be sign;i..fi\:ant with three degrees of freedom at the ,ooi level, 
a Friedman statistic (xr2) of 16.27 was required. The xr2 of 95.66 in 
Table l was, therefore, si~n;l..ficant beyond the ,001 level. 
! Chi-Square Ana,J,ys!s E,£_ !ach ~ (Tables II, III, IV, and v.--
pages 47-50). The Friedman statistic used in Table I dealt with all 
four ranks by summing these ranks in each column. This does not enable 
one to statistically determine if the frequency of only one of the four 
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ranklil wai; · signitii;:-.ntly more or lelis · th,aq e:w;pected ten:- a certail'l typ~ 
of artic;l.e. Therefore, i'Q or~er. to· e~ijtiEJUc,ally analyze thli! frequ,ncy 
of. each ran.lt giv~n fQr tl:}e foµr 1!:YPfe of articief!!, a chi ... sq;q$;e test 
was.used. This test was not used to test hypothesis one but to clarify. 
through lll.C!>ie det,g.iled analysis, the information in Tf!ble :t. While the 
Friedm.an ~tatistia te!ls us if the sµms of the four ranks rec~ived by 
eaoh type of article c;l.iffer signHic~ntly, the chi,...square statisUc 
will help show if there was a eignif icant difference in the frequency 
of rank one (two, thr~e, or four) received by ~ach type of article. 
The four chi-square tables given below compare the frequenci~s of the 
over-all ranks (l, 2, 3, elr 4) given to each type of art:J.cle by the. 
teachers to the e~pected frequencies fQf each rank. 
The e~pected respanse fo:i; a chi.,..squal"e distiri~1,1tiQn ts mathemat;J. ... 
cally detet;"J11ined. If you have a one by.four contingency table, th.e 
expected response in each of the four cells is 25 per c~nt of the total 
observed responses (N}, I~ yo~ h,ve a contingency table with more than 
one row, you.·must.multiply·the two marginal total.a common toa perUcu ... 
lar cell, and then divide this produc~ br the total observed responses 
(N). Table I! sumw.a.~izes data in this fashion on page 47. 
In Table Ill it appears thAt most of the significant ·difference 
was due to ~he dispa+ity betwe$11 the observ~d and expec~ed frequenc~es 
in the teaching a;i.ds and matFetials cells and in the "how tci d,o" c~lls. 
The teaching aids an4 me1iterials articlet'ecetved more num'be;t;" two (2) 
ranks than expected. The "how to do" article received fewer pµmber 
two (2) ranks than expected. 
TABLE IX 
A OH4~SQUAJI A,NALYSIS or THE FREQUENCV OF 'nl.I 
qVER-ALf.. ~Ql . .!. R.ECEIV'.E:P.:aY.aACH OF 
T~E~R"""TYPES OF ARTICLEa 







"How to l)Q" Information 
Ob$erved 
Response i2 20 2~ 82 
E:x;pect;ed 
Resl'onse 34,25 34.25 34,25 ~4.25 
x2 "" 14,45 + 5.92 + 3.69 + 66.!)7**= 
;ic2 = 90.63* d.f. "!i 3 p ~ .001 
*S;tgn:f,fican.t at the ,001 level 
**Thi~ line indicates the portion e~ch cell, or ~~ch type of article, 
contr:t.buted to the t<;>tal chi-squa~e atatist:f,c (:ic2), Tl',.e;-efore, in 
Table·U it·appears that most-of the si~nificant; dUferenc' of obi;;e;rved 
~esponses frem e~pected responses for rank 1 was que to the large · 
disparity between the observed number one (1) ran~s and tq~ e:x;~~~ted 
!\Umber c:ine (1) ranks for the general info~mation attiele. Ax of 7.82 
with three degrees of freedom is neeqed to be significant at the .05 
level for all one by four chi ... square tables. As explained in ~hap'!:er 
III, page 40, a table frem Sieg~l was used to determine the x2 needed 
for .• 05 signifioanc~.1 
According to Ta~le IV, page 49, it apvears that mQ~t ot the signifi~ 
cant 4ifference in the tAquency of rank tb~e~ (3) for the fou~ types of 
ls~dney Siegel, p, 249. 
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articles was fo~nd ~n the teaching aid~ and materials cells. This type 








A CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF THE FREQUENCY OF THE 
OVER-ALL 'RANK OF 2 RECEIVED BY EACH Of 
13.7~* 






';I'ype of Article 
Teaching Aids 




Q.. f. = 3 






p < ,01 
According to Table V, p,ei.ge .501 it appears.that mo13t of the si.gnUi-
cant difference in the freq~ericy of rank four (4) reoeived by the four 
types of articles was due to the inequality between the observed and 
expected frequencies in the research-oriented cells and the general 
informat:io~ c:,:ells. The research-oriented, article received 26.75 more 
number four (4) ranke than expected and the general information artic;le 
rec~ived 25.25 fewer pµmber four (4) ranks thaµ expected. 
T.UL;E IV 
A CHl~SQUARE .ANALYSIS OF THE FREQUENCY OF THE 
OV~R.,,.ALL . RANK OF ~ ~CEiVEP BY·· EACH OF 
THE'FOUR'"T'YPES OF ART~CLES 







"How to Do" Information 
Obs~iived 
Response 24 50 39 20 
E:x;pected 
R!!!sponse J3.~5 33.25 33.Z5 .33,25 
x2 = 2.57 + 8.43 + ,99 
""" 
s.z~ • 
x2 = 17.27* d.f. II! 3 P< .001 
*Signiticant at the .OQl level 
The Friedman statistic in Table I, page 44, disclosed that the 
d~fferences of the sum of ·all four ranks (1, 2, 3, and 4) for each 
type of article was significant. The chi-square statistic (Tables II-
V) revealed tl;i.at when considering the four ranks (l, 2, 3, l!nd 4) 
separately, the d:l.ffe;t;"ence between the observed and expect~d freq.uencies 
ef each rank for the four types of a,rticles was significant. 
llypothesis nµmb~r.two and its subhyJ>otheses were tested by s:,f..gnifi-
cance by the Kruskal-Walli!;.one-way analysis 9£ variance by ra.nks. 
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Th~se hypotheses dealt wi~h var~ous groups of a specific variable to 
one independent variable was that of age, The teachers were divided into 
tou~ age groups. The rankings the teachers in these four age groups 
gave to the research-oriented articles ("how t;o do," etc:,) were compared 
to determine if there was any sJgp,ificant d;i.ff eren~e between the rank ... 
ings of the four age gro~ps, In order to ascertain if Chese groups 
differed significantly in their rankings, the Krusk~l ... Wallis test com-









A CHI~SQVARE ~.ALYSIS OF THE FR,EQVENCY OF THE 
OVER-~LL RANK OF 4 RECEIVEP B~ $~CH OF 
~~-
48.67 






Type of Article 
Teaching Aids 
and Materials "How to Dq" 
41 44 
33.25 33.~5 
+ 4.51 + 3.47 
d. f. = 3 





+ 19.17 == 
p < .001 
Finc;lings relative to the i;iecond hypot=hes;l~ and its s~bhypothases 
are reported in this $ection. 
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~umber of ~usiness E4u2at:i,9ri P~~io~1ipiq~ Sub!crih,ed il (Tables VI, 
VII, VIII, and :i:x-.. pages .?2-5~) ~ tiypothesis 2 a.-i (1:he gro'l.1,ps of 
variable a,-1--num'Per of bµsinees educaeion periodifia;l.s subscribed to--
cl.o not d;l.ffer S1ignifi1;ant.ly in th~ir reading preferenc~s according to 
the type of article summ.flrized) may Pli rejeqted only when the type of 
article is research oriented. 
The business teachers were divided into five groµps a~cording to 
the m,1mber of business education perioQ.ical.s they subsGribed to-.... o, 1, 
2, 3, and 4 or more. Table~ VI, v:u, VI!l;, .and lX gompare s.t&tisUcally 
the$e five groµps' J;.l~nking'l o.£ ~a.ch of the four types of articles. 
approximately 50 percent (50 .1%) of the busines$ teachers subscribe 
to one or two business edu~ation periodicals, And 17.7 .peraent ot 
the teachers subsal;'ibe to nP period;f.c.;ile, 
Although it cann9t be d~tei-µiiue4 wh~tner the ave:rage sum q~ :ran'k.i;; 
·of only one of the five groups i~ in itself significant, we can make 
observations concerning the variQus groups £~om the data given in the 
tables; Table VI, page 52, reveals that bµsiness teachers who sub-
scribe to zero (0) business edµcati~n periodica~s ranked research-
oriented a~ticles considerably low~r (higher reading preference) than 
teache:i:-s who subscribe to one or mare bl\siri.ess education periodicals. 
Those teachers subscribing to four or more bµsiness education periodicals 
ranked the research-oriented articles h~gher (lower reading pref~rence) 
than teachers who subscribe to three or fewer periodicals. 
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TABJ,.E VI 
AVERAGJ!: SUM OF· RANKS OF THE '.RE~l!:ARGll.,;,O~ti~~J!:P AATIC~;ES· 
GROU~~ ACCOR.DIN(; 10 Ta~ 'Ntmi'E;tt_' F. ~ ~lNE~S 
EDUCA'J;'ION l'ERIODlC4l..$ su:ssc;1u:a~ TO 
BY TaE BUSINESS TEACHERS 
Numb.,r c:if PeJ<iodic~ls Numper qf Av~rage Sum 
SubE;H1r;f.bed to Sum ~f R,anks l'eachere of Ran).cs 
0 R1 ... 1,623 27 60.11 
1 R2 "' 2,998 40 74.95 
2 R3 • 2,907 38 76.50 
3 R4 • 1,518 2Q 75.92 
4 or mo:i.-~ R "!'! 21 734 28 97.66 
5 
R,ap.ge of Ranks "" 1-153 a .. io,24* d.f. .. 4 p < ,05 
*Significant at the .05 level. ~ H ~f 9.49 with fo'l,lr q~gr1e~ Qf ~reed~m. 
is ne~ded to be.significant at the .05 l~v~l. As ~~~l~ined i~ Chapter 
Ill, page 40, a ta~le f~o~ Siegel wa$ µs~4 ~Q ~e~ermine th~ H needed fo~ 
.OS signit+cance.2 
TABLE VII 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF TH;E:·tEftC¥~~G_AID§.AND 
MATERIALS ARTICLES GROUPED ACCORUiNG TO THE 
NUMBER OF BUS!NESS EDUCATJ;ON PE,RIOD!CAL~ 
SUBSCRIBED T.O BY THE. BV$INESS ~EACH~RS 
Nqmber of Period;f.cals :Num.ber c;>f 
S1,1.bsc'J;'iPEiHl to Sl,lm of·Rapks Teachers 
0 Rl = 2,i;37 27 
1 R2 -. 3,370 40 
2 R3 == 3,003 38 
3 R.4 = 1,172 20 
4 or mc;ire R_s = 1,998 28 
llangf:l of Ranks ;= l-153 a =;: 5.p6 d.f. ;= 4 -










AVERAGE Sl,JM OF RANl<~ QF Tli:E ·"HOW TO DO'' M'IICLES 
GROU;l?EP ACCO~ING TO '!HE NIJ¥B~i"'"OFBV$INE:as 
ll:DUCATIO~ P:e:RIOD;tCAL!3 SU~SCllIBED.TQ 
BY T~E BUSINESS TEACHERS 
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Numher of P~:i:-iod;i.cals Number of Average.S\,\m 
Sµbsc:i:-:1.bed tQ Sµm of Ra~)p3 Teachers of Ranks 
0 Rl .. 2,487 27 92,i2 
1 R2 .. 2,863 40 71, SB 
2 R3 .. 2,872 38 75.57 
3 R4 "" 1,596 20 79.80 
4 or more RS "" 1,962 28 70.07 
Range of Raf!, ks "" 1-153 H ""' 4.62 d,f, = 4 p < ,50 
TA:SLE IX 
AVERAGE SUM PF ltA$KS OF TliE GEN~~ I~fORMATJ;ON 
ART1CLES G~OUPEn Acco:run:NG. TO ''i'iiNtiMB;ER. OF 11 
BUSINESS ~OUCA!:i;ON PERIOD:tCA~S Sl,T;BSC~J;BED 






4 or more 
Range of Ranks = l-153 
TO B¥ TaE BVS!NESS TEACijeRS 
Sum of Ranks 
Rl = 1,917 
R2 .. ;3,153 
R3 1= 2,885 
R4 .. 1,784 
E.5 "' 2,041 
H ""' 2.38 
Number of Average Sum 






d' f ... 4 p < '70 
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A Chi.-Sgu~re · Ana,l;rsis · s!, t~u~ "N~ipb.et .9£. Bµs~11@s 1s. Edu~11t!iQn Periodi .. 
~ Subscribed _;,,g," Gtoups (Table X, page ,54), The data in 'l'able X, 
page 54, disclos~s the res~lts of stat:i.atic~lly comJ>,aring t:he r~ading 
preferences of the teac,hers in the five "number of periqdicals sub-
scribed to" groups. Only th~ mqst preferr~d to be read, rank of one 









4 or more 
Totals 
:xi =o 9,40 
TAB~E X 
A CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF THE FREQU~~CY OF RANK 1 
GIVEN TO THF; FOUR TYPES OJ; AR'l'ICLES BY tftE" r"'" 




an9 Mat\et"ials "How 1:0 :po'' 
General 
I;µformfl. t;l.on 
4 2 3 17 
3 5 9 21 
2 6 4 21 
2 1 4 9 
1 6 3 14 
12 20 23 82 
d.f. ;:: 12 p < . 70 
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Table X ind:l,.cates that tlveria w~s no sisnifi¢ant difference between 
the frequency of rank Pne (~) received by the four types of articles and 
the number of b\ls;i.ness educf:l.tic;>n p~riodicals subscri,bed ~9 by t!;l,e bi,isi-
ne$s teachers. !able X c;l.oes disclose that each of the five groups gave 
the general informat~Qn article more number one (1) ranks (82) than · 
the other three types of .a:i;t:i.cle~ comb:i.nec;l. (55). 
Number of Business Educci.t;i.on .Periodicals Access to (Tables XI, X;I:I, - ,,, .. , " .. '' .. ' ~. 
XI!I, and XIV--pages 56-~7). On the basis of the data described in 
Tal:>les XI, XU, XIU; and XIV, hypothesis 2 a.-2 (the gi:-oups of variable 
a.-2-~number of business epuc~t:i.on per~odicals acc~ss to~~do not differ 
significantly in their read~ng preferences accorc;l.ipg to the t:ype of 
article S\llll1llarized) ~ay ~e rejected only when the tYPe of article is 
teaching aids apd materials. 
'l;hebusiness teac;rh,e:i;s were grouped ~ccording t;.o the I1Umber of busi.,. 
ness education p~riodi¢als th~y have access to. Of the 15~ business 
teachers, 107 (69.9%) have acceeis to one or more busine~s iaducat;ian 
periodicals. Tables XI, :XI!, XIII, and XIV give the results of statb .. 
tically comparin~ th~ rankings of each of the four types of articles 
obtained from the.fiv~ grou~s (peri9di~als access to). 
As shown in Table XII, pag~ 56, the difference between the g;oups' 
average sum of ranks for the teaohang aids and ~at;.erials articles was 
significant at the .05 level. Although it canpot be determined how 
significant one of the groups' average sum of ranks was, it is possible 
to observe which groups' rankings differed most from the other groups' 
rankings. Thus, Table XII discloses that business teachers whp have 
access to four or more business education periodicals ranked teaching 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANl<S OF THE RES~CH~Q¥IE~T~D 
ARTICLES GReUFEP ACGORD~NG TO ~HE NUMBER OF 
BUSINESS EDUGAT!O~ PERIOOIC~S THE 
BUSINESS TEACHERS HAVE ACCESS TO 






4 or more 
Range of Ranks = 1-153 
Sum of Ranks 
Rl ;= 3,587 
R2 .. 2,813 
R3 • 2,027 
R4 • 1,916 
Rs =i 1,4% 









d.f. ;:: 4 
AVERAGE SU:M OF RANI<S OF 'l'HE TEACFJ:ING AIDS AND 
MA'l'ERIM~ M1!CLES GROUPED ACCORDING TO TJi!E 
N~BER OF nvsiNESS EDUCATION PERionICALS 
THE BUSINESS TEACH~RS HAVE ACCESS TO 






4 or more 
Range of Ranks = 1-153 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 3,443 
R2 = 1, 937 
R3 = 2, 159 
R4 l"'I 1,920 
RS :::: 2,322 
:a = 11.63* 

























p < .05 
TABLE XI;J:I 
AVER.AG:E SUM OF BANl<S OF THE "HOW TODO" AR'l'lCLES 
~ROUPED ACCORDiNo TO THE NUMB~'R'"oi'""BUSINESS 
EDUCATION PERIODIC.AL$ THE BUSI~ESS 
TEACHERS HAVE ACCESS TO 
Number of Periodicals Number of 
Range 
Acc;$SS to $um of Ran").cs Teachers 
4 
of 
0 Rl ... 3,S57 46 
1 R. "" 2,096 29 2 
2 R • 2,303 29 3 3 R4 • 2,1~6 27 
or more Rs "" 1,638 22 
Ranke ... 1..,1.53 H"" o. 71 d,f, ... 4 
TABLE XIV 
AVERA.GE SUM OF RANKS OF THE GENERAL INFORMATION 
ARTICLES GROUPED ACCORDING.TO TliE NUMBER.OF 
BUSIN~SS EDUCATION PERIODICALS THE BUSINESS 
TEACHERS HAVE ACCESS TO 
Number of Periodic~ls 







4 or more 
Range of Ranks = 1-153 
Rl = 3,411 
Rz .. 2,143 
R3 "' 2,,512 
R4 = 2,193 
RS = 1,S21 























p < . 70 
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teachers which have acc;ess to three OJ:' fewer pe:i:-iodicals, 
! Chi~Sgu;:l,:i;-,e Ana¢Xfts 2.£.. "l;'erioqicals Access ,SS" Gr9,up~ Ct'a.ble XV, 
page 58). Table XV, page 58~ compares the number of times rank one (1) 
was given by the five gJ:"oups to the four types of articles. This stat~ 
isti(;!al analysis was ~.o determine if the fi,ve groups differec;l. sis:nifi-










4 or µiore. 
Totals 
x:2 = 8.16 
TABLE XV 
A CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF THE f:ReQU~NCY OF RAN~ 1 
GIVEN TO THE FOUR TYPES OF ARTI~LES BY TUE ""'r 
FIVE "l'l:J):RIODlCALS ACCESS TO" GROUPS 
Type of Article 
Research Tea.ch;i,.ng Aids Gen~ral 
Oriented anc;i Materials ''How to D9" Iµformat;:i.on 
4 6 4 28 
1 5 3 H> 
4 4 6 12 
2 4 6 15 
l l 4 11 
12 20 23 82 
d. f. "" 12 P< .BO 
The findin~s pre•ented in T-ble XV ~eveals that the;e was no 
significant difference between the freq4enc¥ of r•nk on~ (1) ~eceived 
by the four types of •rticles anQ the number of business ~ducation 
periodicals bu~iness teachers have access to. 
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';rotal Number.of Business Educatiop Periociica1$ Subscribed _E£ and 
Access to {Ta;bles XVI, XVII, XVIII, anq XIX--pages 60-61). liypothesis ..,..._ 
2 a.-3 (the groups of variable 1.-3~-total number of business education 
periodicals subscribed to and access to--dp not differ signifiqmtly in 
their reading preferences according to the type of article.summarized) 
may pot be rejected on the baeis of the evidepce presepted in Tables 
xv:i:, XVII, XVIII, and XIX. 
Each busines~ teacners' numper of busin~as eduqation per~odicals 
subscribed to and access to werl! added together~ Then, accolj'ding tp 
his total the business teacher was placi=d in Qne of three groups. The 
largest numbe+ ef teachers (64) were found in t;he gr<l>up which subsoribed 
to and had access . to a Mta.l of !=hree to fowr busineE!e educaJ;:ion peri9di-
cals. The three groups' ranking:? of the four types of articles were not 
significantly different at the .05 level. 
Completion E,f Course .!E. Educat;icmal Researc;:h .2!:. Edtlcattonal Statis.,.. 
tics (Tables XX, XXI, XXII, and XXII!--pages 62-63). Hypothesis 2 b. 
~ ' ' ' 
(the group!:! of variable b--completion of at least one cpllege cou;rse in 
edµcational research and/or educational statistics~-do n9t differ sig-
nificantly in their reading preferences Ciiccording to the type o:f article 
summarhed) .may .not be rejected on the basis of the findings as reported 
in Tables XX, XXI, XXII> and XXIIII. 
Tables XX, XXI, XXU, and XXIII show the comparisons of the rankings 
of the fou~ types of articles by business teachers who have not h?d an 
TABLE XVI 
AVERAGE. s~ OF ~s OF THE RESEARcH~ORIEN!ED ARTICL~S 
GROUP~P ACCQa,PING TO THE TOTAL ~UMl3ER opi·:aus:tNE:SS 
EDUCATION PERIODICALS THE BUSINESS TEACHERS 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND HAVE ACCESS TO 
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Numb~r of Periodicals 
Subscribed to and 
Have Acaei;;$ to 
Number of Avel!'age Sµ~ 
0-2 
3-4 
5 or more 
Range of Ran~s = 1-153 
Sum or Ra:nk.s 
R = 2,829 
1 
R • 4,889 
2 
R3 = 4,063 






d.f. = 2 
AVER.AGE SUM Of RANKS OF THE TEACHING AIDS AND 
MA[L'ER!ALS ARTICLES GROT;JPEP AcCoRDtNG.TO.TilE 
TOTAL ~UMBER OF BUSINESS EDUCATION 
PERIODICALS THE BUSINESS TEACHERS 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND HAVE ACCESS TO 
Number of Periodicals 
Sµbscr:lbed t:.o apd 
liave AccesE? to 
0-2 
3-4 
5 or more 
Range of Ranks = ~-153 
Sum of Ranks 
Rl = 3,176 
R2 = 4,526 
R3 = 4,078 

















p < .50 
TABI.E XVIII 
AVERAGE SUM OFRANK,S OF TUE "HOW TO DO" ARTICLES 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE TOT.AL'"""NUMBER OF 
BUSINESS EDUCATION PER~ODICALS THE 
BUSINESS TEACHERS SUBSCRIBED TO 
Number of Periodicals 
Subscribed to and 
Have Access to 
3-4 
5 or more 
Range of Ranks = 1-~53 
AND HAVE ACCESS TO 
Su,m of Ranks 
R1 "' 3,136 
Rz -= 5,130 
R3 = 3,514 














p < .50 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE GENERAL INFORMATION AR'rICLES 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BUSINESS 
EDUCATION PERIODICALS THE BUSINESS TEACHERS 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND HAVE ACCESS TO 
Number of Periodicals 
Subscribed to and 
Hci.ve Access to 
0-2 
3-4 
5 or more 
Range of Ranks = 1-153 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 2,859 
Rz = 5,003 
R3 = 3,918 












p < .90 
TABLE: XX 
AVERAGE SUM.OF RANKS OF THE RESEARQH~QRIENTED. ARTICLES 
AS GIVEN B~·BVSINESS TEACHERS 1 wHO HAVE, AND 13¥ 
Ta;O$E. WHO HAVE: NOT, COMPLETED AT LEAST ONE 
COLLEGE COURSE; IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
AND/OR EDUCATIONAL STA'l'ISTICS 
62 
·Groups of 







H~ve Not Completed 
One Course 
;Range of Ranks =· 1-148 
Rl = 4,869 
R2 = 6,157 




d.f. = 1 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE TEACHING AID~ ANP:t1ATERI.ALS 
ARTICLES AS GIVEN BY BUSIN!1:SS TEACHERS WHO HAVE, 
AND BY THOSE WHO HAVE NOT, COMPL;ETED AT LEAST 
ONE COLLEGE COURSE IN EDUCAT:J:ONAL RESEARCH 




. One Course 
~ave Not Completed 
One Course 
Range of Ranks = 1~148 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 5,020 
R2 = 6,005 










p < .so 
'l'ABLE XXII 
AVERA.GE SUM QF RA,NKS OF THE "HOW TO DO" ARTICLES AS 
~l;VEN :SY BUSINF;SS TEACH~RS wJio· alVE:-ANP BY ';l'H0$13; 
wa:o IU\.V~ NOT, COMPL~TED AT ~EAST QNE GOttEGE 











H•ve Noi: Completed 
.one Coul;'se 
Range of Ranks = 1~148 
R1 '"' 4,997 




p < . 70 
AVERAGE Strn: Oli' lW'JI<;S Of l'HE G~NE:iw. ,UW'O@!t.\Tl~N AR.TlCLl!:S 
AS GJ;VEN·BY Bl,1Sl'.Nll:SS TE;ACHERS WIJO HAVE, AND.BY 
THOSE :WHO HAVE NOT, COMP~ETED,AT LEAST ONE. 
COLLEGE COURSE IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
AND/OR EDUCA'l'IONAL STATISTICS 
Groups.of Number. of 
Business Teachers . Sum of Ranks · Teachers 
Have CqmpleteQ. 
One Course Rl ... 4,706 65 
Have Not Completed 
One Course Rz = 6,320 83 







educational rese~rch or ed~~a~ional statistiqs course with tho~e of 
teachers who have had such ,a course. Si:x:t;y-f;i,ve (43.9(.) of th~ respon-
dents have had a <;!ou:i:-se :ln educational research or stati,stici;i. 
Degree C1,1rrently ~ (Tables XXJ;V, XXV, XXVI, and XX:VII-... pages 65.-
66). Hypothesia 2 c. (the groups of variable c.--degree cµrrently 'l'Y'eld--
do not differ si~plificant;I.y in their reading preferences according to 
the type 0f article summarized) miay .not be rejected on the ba51is of the 
findings reported in Tables XXIV, XXV, XXVI, and XXVII. 
These four ta,blepi contain the statistical. comparisons of the ranks 
of the four types of articles as given by business teacher~ with ,a 
bachelors degree (55,6%) to the ranks given by business teachers with 
a masters degree or above (44.4%), Only one business teacher had a 
degree (specialists degree) above the masters degree. 
Although the findings in Table XX:V!, page 66, we~e.not si,gnitacant 
(p • 20), they disc:J-e>se that; the business teachers with bachelors 
<,legrees had a lower rank (higher reading pri=f erens-e) fol;' the ''how t:~ do'' 
articles than did the. business teachers with masters degrees or abqve. 
Number Ef Years Teaching Experience (Tables XXVIII, X~IX, XXX, and 
XXXI--pages 67-68). Hypothesis 2 c;l. (t]le groups of variable d,-"'."number 
of years teaching e~perience--do not differ s;tgnificantly in their read-
ing preferences according to the type of article summarized) may not be 
rejected on the basis of the results of the findings as described in 
~ables XX:V!I!, XX!X, XXX, and XXXI. 
The business teachers were placed in three groups.ac1::ording to 
their number of years of teaching experience:· 1-5 years; 6-15 years, 
and 16 years or more. The largest group was the: 1-5 years of teaching 
experience group with 61 (39.9%) of the business teachers. 
'rAaLE nrv 
AV~RAG~ SUM O~ RANKS OF THE RE;S,~RCH-OR.IENTED' 
ART~CLES GROVPED ACCORDtNG tO THE 
PEGREE.HELD 






Range of Ranks • 1-153 
Sum of Ranks 
Rl = 6,671 
R2 = 5,109 






d.£. - 1 
AV~RAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE TEACHING AIPS 
~D WAT:E:R.l:ALS ARTICLES GROUPED ACCORD'!NG 
- . TO THE DEGREE HE~D 






Range o;f Ranks = 1-153 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 6,528 
R2 "' 5,253 
















p < ,98 
TABLE JOCVI 
AVE~GE SUM OF RANKS OF THE "HOW TO DO" 
ARTICLES GROUPED AGCORDlNG 'l'O THE..,....... 






Range of Ranks "" ~-153 
DEGREE HELD 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 6,172 
R2 = 5,609 






d.f. = 1 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF 'l'HE GENER,A.L l:t{~'0RMATION 
ARTIOLES GROUP~D ACCORDING TO 






Range of Ranks = 1-153 
T:f{J!; DEGREE HELD 
Sum of Ran.ks 
R1 "' 6,637 
R2 "" 5 ,143 

















p < .80 
TABLE ~VIII. . ' 
AVERAG:i:: $UH OF ~KS OF THE RESEAR.CH...ORIENt'ED 
ARTICLE$ GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE 
NUMBER OF YEARS TEACHING 




16 and above 
Range of Ranks = 1~143 
EXPERIENCE 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 4,160 
R2 = 2,923 
R3 "' 3,212 







d.f. = 2 
AV~~GE SUM OF RANKS OF T~E TEACHING AIDS AND 
MATERIALS A~1J;C1ES GROUPED ACCORDING. TO ............ 
!'~IE N~ER OF YEARS TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE 
Nuµiber of Years 
Teaching Experience 
6-15 
16 and above 
Range of Ranks = l-143 
.$1,lm of Ranks 
Rl = 4,622 
R2 = 2,526 
R3 = 3,148 
H=l.77 


















p < .50 
TABLE XXX 
( 
AVERAGi S~ OF MNKS OF THE. "HOW !Q. EQ.'' ARTICUES 
GROl,JPED ,A.CCORQING 'l'O THE NlJl1B;ER OF 
YEARS T:EACHlNG·EXPERIENCE 
Number· pf Years Number of 
Teaching Experience Sum. of.Ranks Teachers · 
1-5 Rl = 4,011 61 
6-15 R2 = 3,003 39 
16 and above R3 ""' 3,281 43 
Range Qf Ranks • 1-143 H • 2.45 d.f. • 2 
TABLE XXXI· 
AVEMGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE GENERAL.INFORMATION 
ARTlCL~S GROUPED ACCORDING.TO THE NUM6ER 
.OF YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Numl,>er of. Years N4ml;>er of 
r;t'eaching Experien,c:,e S4m of-Ranks Teachers 
1-5 Rl = 4,760 61 
6-.15 R2 = 2,838 39 
16 and above RJ = 2 ,.697 43 













p < ~20 
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~\lthoµgh the finding!? iJ;l Tabb XXX, page 68, were not signifi~ant 
(p < .30), they show that the business teachers with the fewest Years 
of teachit?.g experience gave the "how to do" articles the lowest rank 
(highest reading preference). Although not significant (p < .20), the 
results. given in Table X.XXI, page 68, indicate that as the business 
teachers' number of years teaching experience increases~ their reading 
preference for the general information articles tends to increase. 
Sex (Tables XXXII, XXXIII, X.XXIV, and :XXXV--pages 70-71), 
~- . ' 
ijypothesis 2 e. (the group~ of variable e.--sex~-do not differ signifi-
cantLr in their reading preferences according to the type of article 
summarized) may be rejected only when the type of article is teacqing 
aids and materials as indicated by the findings in Table XXXIII, page 
70. 
The ran~ings of the four types of articles by 32 men and 121 women 
were compared and tqe.results listed in Tables XXXII-XXXV. Only in the 
ranking of the teaching ~ids and materials articles did these two groups 
signi:Ucantly differ (. 05 l.evelr) • Table XXXUI:, page 70, showa that 
male business teachers rank teaching aids and materials articles signifi-
cantly higher (90,96--lower reading preference) than the female business 
teachers (73.30). 
Age ('l'a"Q:J.es X!QCVI, XXXVU, XXXXVIII, and XX.XIX--pages 72-73). 
Hypothesis 2 f, (the groups of variable f .--age--do not differ signifi-
cantly in their reading preferences according to the type of article 
summarized) may not be rejected on the basis of the evidence disclosed 
in Tab],es XXXVI, XXXVII, XX.XVIII, and XXXIX. 
Tables :XXXVI-XXXIX contain the results of comparing the rankings of 
the four types of articles by four different age groups of busineas 
T~:LE xxx:q 
AVERAGE S\n'J OF R,ANKS OF THE RESEARCH-
ORIENTED ARTICLES GROUPED. 
ACCORDING TO SEX 
Business Teachers Number of 
Grouped by Se:ic Sum of Ranks Teachers 
Ma],e R = l 2,272 32 
Female R2 = 9,508 121 
Range of Ranks = l-1S3 :a ... 0.74 d.f. = 1 
TABLE XX.XIII 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE TEACHING AIDS .AND 
~TERIALS ARTICLES GROUPED - __,... 
Business Teachers 
prQupeq by Sex 
Male 
Female 
R,.a~ge of Ranks = 1-153 
ACCORDING TO SEX 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 2,911 
R2 = 8,870 
H = 4.12* 
















p < .as 
TABLE XXXIV 
.AVEJlAGE SUM OF RANKS OF TH;JJ: "HOW TODO" 
ARTICLES GROUJ;>ED ACCORDING - -
TO SEX 
Busipess Teachers 
Grouped by Siax 
Male 
Female 
Range of Ranks = 1-153 
Sum of Ranks 
R1 = 2,438 
R2 = 9,343 






d.f. = 1 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE GENERAL 
INFORMATION ARTICLES GROUPED 
· ACCORDING TO SEX 
ausinese Teachers Number of 
Grouped by ~ex Sum of Ranks Teachers 
Male R1 = 2,320 32 
Female R2 = 9,461 121 











p < . 70 
TABLE XXXVI 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE RESEARCH~ORIENTED 
AR~ICLES GROUPED ACCORDING 
TO AGE 
ausiness Teachers Number of 
G}:'ouped by Age Sum of Ranks Teachers 
20-29 Rl = 3,175 40 
30-39 R2 = 3,478 50 
40-49 R3 "" 2,283 31 
50 ~nd above R4 = 2,692 31 
Range of Ranks = 1-152 H :::: 3. 29 d. f. :::; 3 
TABLE XXXVII 
,AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE TE.A.CHING AIDS AND 
MATERIALS ARTICLES GROUPED -. -. -. -. 
ACCORDING TO AGE 
Business Teachers Number of 
Grouped by Age Sum of Ranks Teachers 
20-29 Rl = 3,122 40 
30-39 R2 = 4,008 50 
40-49 R3 = 2,509 31 
50 and above R4 "" 1,988 31 

















AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE "HOW TO DO" 
ARTICLJ£S GROUPED ACCORDING-... -
TO AGE 
Business Teachers 






50 and above 
R1 = 2,611 40 
R2 = 3,888 ,50 
R3 = 2,563 31 
R = 2,565 
4 
31 
Range of Ranks ~ 1-152 H = 3.93 d.f. = 3 
TABLE XXXIX 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE GENERAL 
I~FORMATioN ARTICLES GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO AGE 
Business Teachers Number of 
Grouped by Age Sum of Ranks Teachers 
20-29 Rl = 3,407 40 
30-39 R2 "" 3,980 50 
40-49 R3 = 2,125 31 
50 and above R4 = 2, 114 31 















p < .30 
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teachers. The b~sipes~ teachers were place4 in the following age groups: 
20-29, 30-39, 40-49, and 50 and above. Respectively, each group con-
sist;ed of 40 (26.3%), 50 (32.9%), 31 (20,4%), and 31 (20,4%) business 
t~ac;i.hers. 
Thex-e Welje no significant di~ferences ·reported between the four 
groups on ~ny of the .four types of articles. However, Table XXXVIII, 
page 73, divulgeei that as agfi! increased the rankings of the "how to do" 
articles also tended to increase (reading preference decreasep). 
'l'l!!.ble XXXIX, page 73, reveals that as age increased the ranking of 
the general information articles tende{l to decrease (reading preference 
increa:;red). 
Size of the Secondary School 1E, Which the Teacher :is Currently· 
~~ . ..,_....,.._ .4 ,. . . ,, -- ' - • ' ; 
Effi,Pl,OY~q ('l'ables XL, XLI, XLII, and XLIII--pa~es 75-76). Hypothesis 
2 g. (the group$ of va;riable g. --size of t;he secondary scho.el in which 
the t~!lche;r is currently employed-..-do not differ significantly in theil,' 
:rea,ding prefei;el\c.es accordipg to the.type of ar'!'icle summarized) may 
not be rejected as the testing data in-Tables XL, XLI~ XLII, and XLIII 
4oes not provide sufficient evidence. 
The business teachers were placed into one of six groups depending 
on t;he size of the secondary'school in which they were teaching. The 
si;ic groups were dete:i;-mined according to enrollmeri.t as follows: 99 or 
below, 100..;z99, 300 .... 499, 500-699, 700-999, and 1,..000 or !iibove. The two 
largest groups we:i:-e the 1,000 or above enrollment grpup with 45 teachers 
(Z9.4%) and the 100-299 en-rollment group with ·44 teachers (28.7%). The 
enrol,lment group wit;h the smallest number of teachers (11 or 7 .2%) was 
1;;he 700-999 $roup. The tables on the next two pages show the comparisons 
of the ;rankings qf the four types. of articles by the business teachers 
TABLE XL 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE RESEARCH-ORIENTED ARTICLES 
GROUPED .ACCORDING 'l'O THE SIZE OF THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL IN WHICH THE BUSINESS 
TEACHER IS EMPLOYED 
75 
Enrollment Size of Number of Average Sum 
Secondary Sµhool Sum of .Ranks Teachers of Ranks 
99 or below R1 = 1,080 16 67.53 
100-299 R2 = 3,498 44 79.51 
300-499 R3 "' 2,185 24 91.04 
500-699 R4 z: 767 13 59.00 
700--999 R = 715 11 65.04 
1,000 or above RS = 3,534 45 78.54 6 
Range of Rank$ ;:: 1-153 H = 6.36 d, f. = 5 p < .30 
TABLE XL! 
AVER.AG~ SUM OF RANKS OF THE TEACHING AIDS AND MATERl;ALS 
ARTICLES GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE SIZE OF THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL IN WHICH THE BUSINESS 
~EACHER IS EMPLOYED 
Enrollment Size of Number of Average Sum 
Secondary School Sum of Ranks Teachers of Ranks 
99 or below Rl = 1,294 16 80.87 
100-299 Rz = 3,518 44 79.95 
300-499 R3 = 1,750 24 72.91 
500-699 R4 = 970 13 74.61 
700-999 Rs = 799 11 72.68 
1, 000 or above R6 = 3,449 45 76.65 
Range of Ranks - 1-153 H = 0.68 d. f. = 5 p < .99 
TABLE XLII 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS OF THE ''HOW TO DO" ARTICLES _..,..,.__ 
GROUPED ACCOlIDING TO THE SIZE OF THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL IN WHICH THE 
BUSINESS TEACHER IS EMPLOYED 
En~ollment Size of Number of 
Secondary School Sum of Ranks Teachers 
99 or below R = 1,282 16 1 100-299 R2 = 3,323 44 
300-499 R3 • 1,868 24 
500-699 R4 • 1,241 13 
700-999 R5 .. 940 11 
1,000 or above R6 • 3,126 45 
Range of Ranks - 1-153 H = 4.16 d,f. = 5 
TABLE XLIH 
AVERAGE SUM OF RA,NKS OF THE GENERAL INFORMATION 
ARTICLES GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE SIZE OF 
THE SECONDARY -·SCHOOL IN WHICH THE 
BUSINESS TEACHER IS EMPLOYED 
Enro;Llment Size of Number of 
S~condary School Sum of Ranks Teachers 
99 or below Rl = 1,305 16 
100 ... 299 Rz "" 3,362 44 
300-499 R3 = 1,413 24 
500-699 R4 = 877 13 
700-999 RS "" 996 11 
1,000 or above R6 ... 3,829 45 



















p < .20 
in these six groupe. Accordi~g ~o the d~ta pr~sen~ed, the ~ix groups 
did notr differ s;!gn:f.fic111.ntly in t'he:l.r- J;"a.nkings of the fo4r t;ypes of 
art:icles·. 
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Total Ni.;imber ,e! C:ta~s Feripdi:; ,Tau8ih7 .!?.x. $.h! 'l'eacher Fer Day ~ the 
Area of ·Business (Tables JQ..IV, XLV, XLVI, and XLVII~-pages 78 ... 79)~ 
~~.,, . '• 
On the basis of the testing dfl.ta desc:.dbecl in 'l'a.bl¢s XJ;.IV, XLV, :){LV:i:, 
and XJ;.VII, hypotllesia 2 h. ('!;he sroµpi; pf variabJ,.e b,.--total µ'l.1,mber of 
clasi, periods taught by the tea~hel:' per day in the area of 'business--do 
not; differ significan'l:ly in their ;a.nking!il of th~ four types of articles 
summarize4) may not be rejActed. 
The result!!! repo'!'."ted :f.n 'rabl.es XLIV .. XLVlI were obtaine4 by aompar- -
ing the rankings given t;o th~ foµr t~Pes of afticles hy si~ groµps of 
business teachers. The bus:f.~ess teachers were placed into six ~roups 
clepending Qn how IQ.aq,y c~ass periods (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6~ per day they 
spend teachiJ'l.g business subjects. Over Qn~-h,al,f of the b-1,tsiness 
teachers (,5Z.p%) spend Uve clas~ per:lod.s pe~ ~iay teaching bus;i.nesa 
subjects. As r~vealed in t~e tables op pag~s 7& an~ 79, the groups 
did not differ sign:lfi~l!ltl~ly ·in their ra1;tldngs of the four types of 
ar~icles. 
The Area sf CJ,.a!i!Sif ic.ati~n ,¥1 Which, the Teac~~.r .~ Moat ,2f His 
T~achin~ (Tables XLVIII, XLIX, L, and LI~-pages 80-81). ijypothesis 2 i. 
(the groups of variab+e i.~-the area of classification in which the 
teacher doei:i most of his tea.c;hip.g,.. ... do not dif fet significantly in 
their rankin~s of the four.types of articles summarized) may not be 
rej eeted op. .. the basis of the data presented in Tables XLVItI, XLlX, 
L, and LI. 
'rABL~ XLJ;V 
AVERAGE SUM Pr ~:K.S. OF THE RESE~n-01q;ENTEO A.RTICLE~ 
GROU?EP ACCORolNG TO ';!:HE TOT , . N~Jj;R d'iJ CLA~S 
PERIOJ.?S T.A,UGHT BY TH;E TEACU~lt P~R DAy· 
. IN THE AREA OF BUSINESS 
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Nµmber of Perio~s Number of Ave:J;"age Sµw 
Taught in Business Sum or Ranks TeacherSi of Ranks 
1 Rl = 296 s S9.30 
2 R2 = 758 12 63.16 
3 R3 = 1,631 21 77.66 
4 R4 = 1,47~ 23 64, 02. 
s RS ., 6,516 80 81.45 
6 RP • 953 ll 86.68 
Range of Ranks = 1-154 ll "' 5.40 d.f. ... s p <.so 
TABLE XLV 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS 0, 'l'HF; 'l'EACIU:NG AIDS ANP MATER:tMS 
ARTICLES GROlJl?l!;D ACCORDJ;NG.TO.THE TOTAL.NUMBER Olf 
CLASS PERJ;ODS 'l'Al,JGHT BY 'l'HE TEACHER PER 
Number qf Perioqs 







Range of Ranks = 1-152 
DAY IN THE AREA OF BUSINESS 
$µm ot Ranks 
R1 "" 3SO 
R2 = l,OS1 
R3 = 1,81S 
R4 = 2,099 
Rs = S,469 
R6 = 842 


















p < .20 
T.Ut.E lCLVl; 
AVERAGE s~' OF ~s OF THE ''HOW TO j'' .AR'IIC:~ES 
GROUl'EP AOCORD~NG TO ~g TO+~UiiB~ Q~ C~AS~ 
~ER~OP~ TAUGHT BY TRE Tl!:A.Ca~a P~R PAY 
Numbei- o:f Periods 







Range of Ranks ~ 1-152 
I~ THE AREA OF BVSINESS 
Sum P~·Rap.ks 
R1 ""' 513 
R2 .., 1,049 
R3 • 1,372 
R4 ... 1,6.28 
RS •6,237 
R6 "" 82,7 
H • 4,41 



















p < .50 
AVE~GE ST,JM OF ~s OF THE G~Ni~ INFORMATION ARTlCiEs 
GROUPED ACGOJ:U>+NG Tq TtlE 'fpr. }(@ffER"or" CtA~S 
J>ERI'OD~ 'J;'AlJGHT BY · THE ':J.'EAClJER · PER PAY 
IN TijE AREA OF BVSI~~ss 
Number of Periods· :Numhe'X' of Averag~ Sum 
Taught in Business Sum of Ranks Tea~hers of Rci.nks 
1 Rl .. 279 5 ;55.80 
2 R2 = 918 12 76.54 
3 R3 • 1,620 21 77.16 
4 R4 • 2,000 23 86.97 
5 Rs 111 5,999 80 74.99 
6 R6 ""' 810 ll 73.63 
Range of Ranks 11111 1-152 H = 2.60 d.f • ... 5 p < .80 
TA.al,.~ XLVIII 
AVERAGE Sl]~ OF :RANKS O:f' TllE RESEARca .. pR~EN~Jl'D AR'l'ICL:e;S 
GROUPED ACCORDING 'rQ l'l!E Ai~,EA°' OU . CL~$SlF~CA'l'ION :rn 
WHICH THE TEACHER DOES MOST OF HIS TEACHING 
~o 
Area of Number of AveJ;age SuIJl 
Claesific:.;1 tion Sum of Ranks Teach~rs of Ranks 
Basi~ Busineli!S Rl -1,404 20 70.20 
Bkkping & Accounting R = 2 1,343 15 89.53 
Clerical Program R3 "" 1,814 22 82,47 
Stenographic Program R4 - 1,357 23 59. 02. 
Typewriting Rs -5,557 71 78.26 
Range of Ranks .. 1-151 JI "" 6,00 d.f. = 4 p < .20 
TABLE XLIX 
AVEMGE; SUM OF ~~S Of TliE t§ACIUNG AI~§ iW'D MA.TEft!~S 
ARTICLES GROUPED ACGORP~NG TO THE AREA OF.. . . . I 
C;LASSIFICAT;t:ON IN WlHCJ;i THE TEACHER 
DOES MOST OF EI$ TEA~HING 
Area of Numb el;' of ,Averag~ Sum 
Clasdf;i.cation Sum of Ranks Teachers of Ranks 
Basic Businei;s R1 .. 1,629 20 81.45 
Bkkp:lng & Account:i.ng R2 = 1~037 15 69 .13 
Cle:r;"icl;ll Program R3 = 1,607 22 73.06 
Steno~raphic Pr9sram R4 - 1 ~877 23 81.60 
Typewriting Rs = 5,325 71 75.00 
Range of Ranks = 1-151 H = 1.22 d. f. = 4 p < .80 
';rABLE L 
AVERAGE SUM 01!' R,ANKS OF THE "HOW TO PO" ARl'ICLES GROVPED 
ACCORPING TO THE A~ OF Ci.ASSIFtCA'l:ION IN WHICH 
THE Tl4\CHER PO~~ MOST OF HIS T~ACHIN~ 
Area 9f · Number of Average 
81 
Sum 
Classificatic:>n Sum of Ranks Teachers of Ranks 
Bask Bµsiness Rl = 1,388 20 69.42 
Bkkp;l.ng & Accounting Rz = 995 15 66.33 
Cl~rical Program R3 = 1,528 22 69.47 
Stenographic Program R4 "" 2,250 2~ 97.82 
'l'ypewriting Rs -5,314 71 74.84 
Range of Ranks = 1.-1,si H = 7 • .57 d.' f' = 4 p < .20 
TABLE LI 
AVERAGE SUM OF RANKS QF 'XHE GENERAL :j:N~O~TION ARTIC:f,.ES 
GROUPED ACCORP!NG TO THE AREA dFl oi'A'.S0$IFICATION IN 
WHICH THE TEACHER DOES MOST Of HIS TEACHIN~ 
Area of. Number of Avera~e Sµm 
Classification Sum of Ranks Tea~hers of R&nks 
Basic ~usiness Rl = 1,569 20 78.45 
Bkk.ping & Accounting Rz =· 1,150 15 76.70 
Cleric ill Program R3 "' 1,965 22 89.34 
Stenographic Program R4 = 1,575 23 68.50 
Typewr;l.ting R5 .. 5,215 71 73.4.5 
R.ange Of Ranks ;::: 1-151 H = 3.08 d,f, = 4 P< .70 
The business ~e~~he~s W$te Pl•~•d into five group$ accotding to 
the.area·of cJ,.assific;:atl..on·iµ. which they dQ most of their ~eac;.hi,ng: 
bas:i,c bu!ilinesfii, boo~~eepin& .!!.nd accoun:ting, GlEq:ic~l pl;'ogram, steno-
gri:i,phic program, and typewriting. Respectively, ep.ch gi;oup consisted 
of 20 (13.3%), 15 (9.9%), 22 (14.6%), 23 (15.2%), and 71 (47.0%). 
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Although the findings ;i.n Table XLVIII, page 80, were not signifi-
cant (p <. 20), they disi:;lo$e that the bus;i.ness teachers in the steno-
gr~phic program groµp gave researqh.-oriented artic;:les the lowest ranking 
(highest r~ading preh;reP.ce) Qf an,y of the group$, Table L, page 81, 
reveals that the business teacheJ;s in tqe stellograJ;lhic prog:1:1am gave 
the "how to do" articl~s a ranking consider.ably h!l.gh,et' {l,9wer +ea.d.ing 
preference) than did anY of the 9ther groups, The other g~oups were 
very close in their ra.nkillrg of the "how to do" article$, there~ore, 
t;he d;i.f hrence in Tabl,e L was not significant (p < . 20) . 
by the Friedman two-way analysis of va~ianc~ by ranks. In order t;o 
determine if the rankings.of the, foµr types of articles d!l.f:f;ered signifi-
cantly in each claseif;i.cat;ion area, a Friedmanwas run oneaeh classifi-. 
cation area: o~sic busin$$s, bookk~~ping and accounting, clerical 
program, stenographic program, and typewniting. 
Rankip,gi:; 2.! the Four Txpei:; of At:£:irfes iI1 the ClB;ssification Ar.ea 
of eaeic 13usiness (Table LII, page 83). According to the data pref:!ented -.... 
in Tahle L~I, page 83, the rankings received py the four types of 
ar~icles in the elassifi~ation area of bai:>ic bus;i.ness were significant 
at the .001 level. Therefore~ hypothesis 3 a. (th~re is no significant 
91£ ference in the rank:Lnss of the fQq;ir t;.ypes ··of a;rt:lcles · sU?lllU,;oized 




BUSJ;NESS TEACHER.$' RANl<;INGS OF TijE·FOUR TYP~S OF 
ARTICLES SUMMA.RiZED IN TRE C~ASS~FICATiON 
AB!A OF BASIC BUSINESS · 
'J,:'ype of Article 
;R.e!iJear~h 'l'ea!:ihing A:i,ds General 
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O~ie;nted and Ma.tedals ''How to Do'' . In:fopnE!, Uon 
l 3 4 2 1 
2 1 4 2 3 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
152 2 ~ 4 l 
l53 4 2 ~ l 
Sum of Rat).ks 429 393 424 284 
Average Rank 2.80 ';.. 57 2. 77 1.86 
1'r 2 ... 53. 71* d.f. Ill 3 p < .001 
*Signif:f,cant at the .001 level 
Table LII contains th~ finding!il of the business te~che~s ,. · 
~an~ings of the four types of articl~s s~nunarized (research oriented, 
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"how to t;lo," t-aah:l,ng a:t.d111 ~q,d '!IIAl:el;'iale, and general :f,nformat;iol!l) +n 
the clas~ification 'lit•a of bas;i.cbueiness. As indie,ated PY ~h~ sµm of 
ranks and th~ ave;i;age ~anks ~n Tiib:Le LIJ;, the type ,o~ article in the 
basic business cla.s~itii;:at:i¢>~ area which was most.~referred to be reacl 
was the general,. infprmation article. It received an average rank of 
1.S6. Second in reading preference was the teaching aids and materials 
att;tcle wit:h an average ra,nk of 2, 7 5. ' 'l'he "how to P,o" article was 
third in reaqing prefeFence with an average rank of 2.77. The type of 
article that was least preferre4 to be read was the :r~sea:i::-cq .... oriented 
a:rrticle with an average rank of 2.80. 
Rankings E! the ~ T~pes e,t Art:Lc_les ~ the Classi.f ~ration ~ 
.9f Bpokkeeping and Accpuntins; (Table L:J;:U, pa.ge 85), Hypo1;Q.esi$ 3 b, 
(there is no sign:tfiaapt difference in th~ ranking$ of the fol,l:J; type$ 
of articles summarized f :i;om the clasijif ication area of bookkeeping and 
accounting) may be rejected on the q~sis of the findings p:r~sented in 
'l'able ~HI, page 85. 
T~ble LIII reports the finqang$ of the. o~sine~s tee~h~rs' ranking~ 
of the four types of articles summarized in the clas~ification area of 
bookkeeping and acc1;>unt;ing. As indicated l;>y the s\,lm of l;'anks and the 
aver<ii.ge ranks in Table LIU, the type of article in the classi:l;ication 
area of bopkkeeping and accal,lp.tin~ which was i;nost preferred to be read 
was the resea:rch-o;rient~d article. It received an average rank of 
2.20. Second in reading preference was the ''how to do" article with an 
average rartk of 2.23. The general information article was third in 
reading pr~ference with an average rank of 2.58~ The type of article 
th,at was least preferred to be read with the teachiµ.g aids and materials 
artiele with an average rank of 2.99. 
Ip,dividua.l 
Teacher 
TABiE. I,.III . 
BVSI~~S~ T~CHERS' RA.NKI~GS OF TH~ FOUR TYPES OF 
A.RTlCtES SUMMARIZ;ED IN THE CLASStFIC::ATlON 
A.RSA· OF BOOKKEEP:t:NG AND A.CCOUNi'lNG 




Oriented and ijater:i,aJ,,s "How to PP'' Information 
1 2 1 3 4 
2 3 4 1 2 
~ ? ~ ~ 152 3 1 ~ 2 
15~ 2 4 ~ 1 
Sum pf Ranlc$ · ~37 458 :)41 394 
Average R.ank 2.20 2,99 2.2~ 2,,:)8. 
~r 2 = ~7. 74~ d,f. ~ 3 
*Significant at the .001 level 
In the other four ~+asslfication areas, the general information 
arti~le ~nd the teaching aids ~nd materials article were rankeq either 
pumbex- one Qr number twc;i in reading prderence. The "l:ww to do" ·article 
and the researc;lh~oi;:f..ented article were rank.ed either µiµnber three· pr 
mimber four in reading preference. As revealed :i.11- 'l'ab,l.e LUI, page 
85~ thb was rever$ed in the bookkeeping an,d ac~ounting classitication 
area. The research ... oriented a,rticle and the "how to do" artic].e were 
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tanked numbet one aµd nu111b~t two in readil,'lg p'X'ef erence rather than 
number three and four. 
c;:if Clerical Program (Table LIV, page 86) • Hypothesis 3 c. (~here is no 
significant difference in the ranking of the four type~ of articles 
suimnarized from the classification area pf clerical program) may be 








Sum ot Ranks 
TABLE LIV 
BUSIN~SS T~ACaERS' RANKINGS OF THE FOUR TY~ES OF 
AR'l'ICLES SUW1A.IUZED !N 'l;HE CiiASSIFICATIQN 









Type of Article 
Teai;hing .t\ids 







Average Rank· 3.33 2.45 2.48 
2 117. 77* d.f. == 3 x ;:: r 










p < . 001 
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Table LIV contiains the reiiults of the business teachers' rankings 
of the four types of articles su,nuna.rized :i,n the clerical program classi.-
f ication area. The·averag~ ranks of the four types.of articles·in ';L'able 
LIV ;indicate th~t in the cler+cal program classification area the general 
information article was r~nked numqer one (l,74) in reading preference, 
teaching .aids and µia,terial$ article nµmbep two (2 .45) f "how t:o do" arti~ 
cle number three (2.48), and the research-or!ented article number four 
0. 33). The dHference between the r~nktngs of these fo.ur t:ypes of 
art!cles was signific;ant at the .001 level, 
Rankins,s of ~·Four. Types £!, Art;i.cles .!g, ~he C.lass:i.fication ~ 
of StenoSrS;phic. l?rogr5m (Tab:l-e J,.V, page 8~). On the basis of tl:le f;i.nd~ 
ings reported in Table LV~ page 88, hypothesis 3 d, (there is no signifi~ 
cant difference in the ranking of the four types of articles summarized 
from the classification ~rea of stenographic program) may be reje~ted. 
'rabl.e iv contains the results of eacl:l business teac;:hers' trankings 
qf the four types of articles S1.ll'l\Illarized in the s~enograph:i,.c progl!'lilm 
classification area. Accor~ing to the data ;in Table iv, there was a 
significant difference (.001) ;in the rankings received by the four types 
of articles sunnnarized in the stenographic program classification area. 
The average ranks of the four types of articles reveal that in· the 
stenographic progra111 classification area J:he general infqr111ation articl,e 
was ranked n1Jlllber one (l,75) in reading preference, teaching aids and 
materials ~rticle number two (2. 39), researc:\1-1niented article number 
three (2.86), and the "how t0 do" article nµmber four (3.00). 
R~nkings of the Four.Tyee~ of Articles in~ Classificjit;l.on Area 
~ 'r;};'pewriting (Table LVI, page 89). Hypothesis 3 e. (there is no sig.,. 
nificant dif!erence in the ranking of the four types of articles 
as 
S\,l.mmarized horn t;h~ pla$SificaUon a,rea of typewrit;iq.g) may be reject;ed 








Sum of Ranks 
Average Rank 
x/ = 87.81* 
*Signif:Lcant 
TABLE LV 
BUSINESS TEACHERS' RANKINPS OF THE FOUR TYPES OF 
ARTICLES SUMMARIZED IN THE CLASSIFicATION 
AREA OF STENOGRAPHIC PROGRAM 
Type of Art;i.cle 
Rese/ilrch Teaching A:tds 
Orient;eq and Materials "How t;o Do" 
2 4 ~ 
4 2 3 
? ~ ~ ~ 2 
4 1 3 
437 365 460 
2.86 2,39 3.0Q 
d.f. ~ 3 










p < .001 
Table LVI coAtains the results of each bqsiness teachers' rankings 
of the four types of arti~les sunµnarized in the typewriting 
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cla$Sifica~ioµ a~ea. The~e was a significant diff~rence (,001) in the 
rankings rece~ved by the tour types of arti~l~s su~ri~ed in the classi-








Sum of Ranks 
Ave:i:age Rap.k 




:SVSl.NESS Tlj:ACHERS' RJ\NKINGS OF THE FOUR TYPE~ OF 
ARTl.CLES SUMMARIZED INTHE CLASSJ::f'ICATION 
AREA OF TYPEWRITING 
Type of A11tiGle 
Resaa;t:ch Teaching Aids Genera;L 
Oriented and Mat:erial13 "~ow to Do" lµforma tion 
2 3 4 1 
~ 
1 3 ~ 
~ ? ? 
4 3 1 2 
421 338 423 348 
2,75 2,21 2.77 2.27 
d.f. "" 3 p < .001 
at the .OQl level 
Ac~ording to the sum of ranks and the avefage ranks in Table LVI, 
the type of article most pre~erred to be read was the teaching aids and 
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Il)a ter~olllls ax-tic le. It had an average rank of 2. 2 L Secc:md in reading 
preferenl'!e was 1;:he genet'al inform.aUPn Art;icle with all averag~ rank of 
2.27. The t'~se~~ch-oriented article was third in rea4ing preference 
with an average rank ot 2.75. The type of arUde that was least pre-
~erred to be fead was the "how to do" art:::l.qle with an average·:ra11k of 
Table$ !£!. Each Area of Classif&cation Cc:mtaining the Frequency 
and Percent;age of Ea.ch R<mk Received Bx. the Fo.ur Types of A:rt~sles 
(Tables LVIII, L~X, ~X, J;..XI and LXI.!-.-pages 128-132). Appendi~.E, 
pages 127-132, cont:ains raw data ta.ples for each of the five individ..-
ual areas of classification. 'rhes~ five tab;l.es revea.1, t;he frequency ci.nd 
percentage of each o~the foµr qmks, 1, 2, 3, and 4, given to each 
of the four types of articles in each area of classification. Includ~d 
in each of· the tables are.the average ranks and the over-all t:'anks of 
the four types of articles which were summari~ed in each area of 
clasi;;:1.:fication. 
Descrietive Data on Frequency of Each Rank for the 
. . . , . . . . . . , . I . . , , . 
Fot.tr TY;l?es of Articles 
Table LVII, page 91~ contains the total number and percentage of 
each of the four ranks, 1, 2, 3, and 4, t"eceived by the four types of 
articles. According to chance the expected percentage in each cell is 
25 peri;:enJ;. This expected perc;:entage asdsts in ci.naly:z:ing the resuJ,ts 
as reportec;l in Table LVII. 
The data reported in, this table reveal that the general information 
articles receive¢! 41. 3l percent of the number one (1) ranks. Thb dso 
indicates that 41.31 percent of the total number of ranks received by 
Type of Article 
Research Oriented 
Teaching Aids and Materials 
"How to Do" 
General Information 
TABLE LVII 
FREQUENCY .AND PERCENTAGE OF EACH RANK, 1, 2, 3, .and 4, 
RECEIVED BY THE FOUR TYPES OF ARTICLES 
Rank 
1 2 3 4 
140 158 190 277 
(18. 30%) (20 .'657.) (24 .84%) (36.21%) 
170 205 211 179 
(22.22%) {26.80%) {27.58%) (23.40%) 
139 196 224 206 
(18.17%) (25.62%) (29.28%) (26.93%) 
316 206 140 103 















the general information articl•a wete n~JUber onia (1) tanks. The "how 
to do" article$ ai;id tq~ re~earch-orienteQ articles ;rece:l..ved the smallest 
perq.entfl,ges of nl.,lmbe;- c:me (1) ranks--18.17 perce:µt and l~.30 pe'X'cent·~ 
re$pectivel,y. 
The nu~ber tWQ (2) ranks were distributed fairly similar to the 
perqentage expecteo by chance. The researcµ-oriented articles did 
-i;receive fewer number tWQ (2) 'r\!\1-nks (20.65%) than expected. l'he <;>ther 
three types of articles received slightly more number two (2) ranks 
than e;xpec;:.t~d. 
+he largest variance from the expected percentages of nqwPer three 
(3) ;i:anks wai:? by the ~eneral ii;ifOrmatiQn articles." They receive<i 6.7 
percent le&:1s than expected. Th~ "how to do" articles rec;ieiveo 4,28 
percent more nWll.ber to;r;ee (3) raP.klil than expected. 
Tile teaching a:l,ds i:ind t®ter:f,.ale:1 ai;"t:f..cles and tlie "how to- do'' 
articles received appro;xi~ately _the percentage of numbe~ foµr (4) ranks 
e~pecte~. The tesearch~o~iente~ articles received 11.21 pe+cept more 
nii.mbef four (4) :rap.ks tha'Q e:x:pe<:;t~d wh,ile the gene+al !nfPrmatio;n arU-
cles received 11.54 percent fewer number four (4) ranks than expected. 
Of t;;he tC>~al nu1:1iber of· rank1:1 received by the general informatien 
.a.+ticles, 68. 24 percent of t;he ;ranks were number 1;me ( 1) a,nd ll\lmber 
two (2) ranks. ~ot one of t4e other three types of al;'tic;:les·recieived 
as mii.c;:h as fifty percent of their tetal ranks frC>m th~ ntimber one (1) 
and Drumber two (2) ranks. .The number one (1) and molmber two (2) taµks 
received by the research-oriented art!cles constituted 9nly 38.9~ per-
cent of the!r ranks. 
The data. tabul~ted in Table LVII, pa~e 91, shows that mqst of the 
viariances from the e~pected percentages occurred in the cells of the 
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research·oriented articles and in the cells of the general information 
art:l..cles. The "liow to do" articles and the teaching aids and mat;erii:tls 
aJ;'ticles did not; vary a g:r~at; deal from th.e expected percentages. The 
largest variance from t;he expected percentage by these two types of 
articles was the percentage of number one (1) ranks receive4 by the 
"how to do" ~rt;l.cles, 
The average rank for each type pf article was as follows: research-
odented ..... -2. 79, teaching aidl? and materials--2.52, "how to do"--2.6:i, and 
general information--2.04. Therefore, according to the descriptive data 
containe4 in Table LVIi, page 91,--as also indicated by the significant 
statistical findings in Table I, page 44,--tpe generq.l intorma1;:ion 
article was the type most preferred to be read b;y the seconda'!:'y business 
teachers in Oklahoma. Second in reading preference was the teaching 
aids and materials article. The "how to do" article wa~ third in read-
ing preference. The research-oriented article was the least preferred 
to be read accordirig ~o the ranl;<.ingi:i of the businei;s teachers, 
Su~ary 
The major finding, as reported in Table I, was that there is a 
significant difference in the reading preferences of secondary business 
teachers in Oklahoma according to type of article. The general informa-
tion article was the most preferred to be read, The teaching aids and 
materials article was second in reading prefer~nce. Third in reading 
preference was the "how to do" article. The least preferred to be read 
ac;cprqing to over-all rank was the research-oriented article. 
Specific findings for each hypothesis will be summarized in 
Chapter V. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMA.RY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
This chapter will be concerned with five areas: (l) a rev;i.ew of 
the study, (2) limitations, (3) fitiding.s, (4) conclusians, and (5) 
implic:a Uons • 
Review of the Study 
The :Problem 19f _the Study 
l'his st1,1d,y was concerned with the types of .articles· secondar:y btis:J.-
ness teachers pr~fer to read accord.ing to their ra~king of selected 
a~ti~les s1,1mmarized from such professional publications as the Balance 
Sh~EIE, Business Educat;i.on Forum, Busine$s Education World, Delta Pi · 
4 ' , · · • • · · • · , ' I 
EI?silon Jourttal, and Journal .2!, Business Education. These summarized 
articles were catagorized into four. types: research ori.ented, teaching 
aids and materials, "how to do," and general information. 
The Purpose of the Study 
. 
The primary purpose of the study was to gather data from the secon-
" dary business teachers of Oklahoma in order to determine the types of 
articles they prefer to read as determined from ~?7~r.responses to sum-
marized articles from business education perioqicals. This data could 
, ' .... 
be helpf'l,ll in as~ist:i.ng the writers and editors of business education 
pedodicals to bett;;er meet the reading preferences and needs of tl:\e 
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consumers o~ such educiational literature-.. the business teachers. J;f 
the reading needs of the teachers are better served, ~his could help in 
obtaining the ultimate educational goal of bus~ness e~ucation pe~iodi­
cals--that of enabling the business teachers to better serve and assist 
in the educating of students. 
The Procedures of the Study 
Data for this study were derived from a personal data sheet and a 
questionnaire completed by the business teachers. The questionnaire 
co~~i~ted of 20 summarized articles and their titles. These articles 
were listed in groups of four under each of the five areas of classifi-
cations: (1) basic business, (2) bookkeeping and accounting, (3) 
clerical program, (4) ste~ographic program, and (5) typewriting. The 
four articles given under each classification consisted of one article 
of each of the four types: (1) research oriented, (2) teaching aids 
ancl materials, (3) "how to do," and (4) general. information~ The busi .... 
pess teachers ranked these f out;' articles from one to four under each 
separate classification according to their reading preferences. 
Three different statistical tests were used in analyzing the data. 
The Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks and the Krµskal-Wallis 
one-way analysis of variance by .ranks were used to test the hypotheses. 
The chi-square test and frequency and percentage tables were used to 
aid ip further clarification of the data. 
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Limitations 
Since this study, due to the length of the ~nstrument, used summa-
rized articles rather than the complete articles, cautionshould 'be 
used in generalizing the findings. 
Also, the reading preferences obtained by this study were limited 
to those of secondary business teachers in the state of Oklahoma. 
Findings 
This study )Vas concerned with determining the types of articles, as 
summarized from business education periodicals, secondary business 
teachers prefer to read. Three research hypotheses were developed to 
guide the conduct of the study. On the basis of the research findings 
of this study, the acceptance or rejection of the research hypotheses 
were as given below. 
Hypothesis One 
Hypothesis 1: the type of summarized article (1. research oriented, 
2. "how to do," 3. teaching aids and materials, and 4. general informa-
tion) ha~ no differential effect on the reading preferences of secondary 
business teachers, was rejected on the basis of the findings of this 
study. As indicated by the sum of ranks in Table I, pa$e 44, the general 
information article was the most preferred to be read. Second was the 
teaching aids and materials article. The "how to do" article was third 
in reading preference according to the rankings of the business teachers. 
The research-oriented article was fourth in reading preference as indi-
cated by its sum of ranks, 
llypoth~sis Two 
Hypothesis 2; the groups being compared (taking eac~ variable 
below one at a time) do not differ significantly in their reading 
~re~erences as indicated by their ranking of summarized articles. 
(For each variable, the respondents were divided into two or more 
groups and then statistical comparisons were made.) 
a. Number.of business education periodicals subscribed to and/or 
access to. 
b. Completion of at least one college course in educational 
research and/or educational statistics. 
c. Degree currently held. 




g. Size of the secondary school in which the teacher is currently 
employed. 
h. Total number of class periods taught by the teacher per day in 
the area of business. 
i. The area of classification (a. basic bu!'>iness, b. bookkeeping 
and accounting, c. clerical program, d. stenographic program, 
and e. typewriting) in which the teacher does most of his 
teaching. 
On the basis of the results obtained by this study, the second 
hypothesis was +ejected when referring to variable a., number of busi-
ness education periodicals subscribed to and/or access to. The "sub-
scribed to" groups differed in their ranking of the research-oriented 
article at the .05 level. The group which subscribed t<:> zero (0) busi-
ness education periodicals gave the research-oriented articles the low-
est average sum of ranks (highest reading preference). The group which 
subscribe to four (4) or more business. education periodicals gave the 
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rese•rch-oriented artieles the highest average sum of· ranks (lowefilt 
reading preference)~ 
The "access to" grpt,tps differed in their ranking of the teaching ' . 
aids and materials articles at the .05 level. The group that has 
access to four· (4) or more business education periodicals gave the 
teaching aic;ls and materials articles the highest average sum of ranks 
(lowest reading preference). 
Hypothesis two was also rejected when referri~g toe., sex, on the 
bas;l.s of th,e findings of this study. The male and female groups dif-
fered in their :i:-anking of the teaching aids and materials articles at 
the .05 level. The female group preferred to read the teaching aids 
and materials articles more than did the male group. 
When the second hypothesis specifically refers to: b., completion 
of at least one college course in educational research and/or educational 
~tatistics, c., degree·currently held, d,, number of years teaching 
experience, f. , age, g. , s :f.ze of secondary school in which the teacher 
is currently employed, h., total nlimber of class peri6¢ls taught by the 
teacher per-day in the area of business, and·i., the .area of class;l.fi-
cation in which the teacher does most·of·his teaching it was not 
rejected. 
Hypothesis Three 
Hypothesis 3: there is no significant difference ;Ln the ranking of 
the.four types of articles summarized from the classification area of 
basic business (bookkeeping and accounting, clerical program, steno-
graphic program, and typewriting) , was rejected on the bash of the 
findings of this study. 
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The business teachers ranked the four types of. artieles·signifi-
cantly different (.001 level) under each of the five areas of classifi-
cation. The type of article mest preferred to be read in each area of 
classification was as follows:· basic business--general irtformation,. 
bookkeeping and accounting--research oriented, clerical program-~ieneral 
information, stenographic program--general information, and typewriting--
teaching aids and materials. 
Conclusions 
Inspection and interpretation of the study findings aided the 
formulation of certain conclusions by the invest:Lgator as detailed 
below. 
Conclu13ion 1 
Secondary business teachers' reading preferences regarding the 
firtide~ in business educc;i.tion per;i..odicals are dependent u:pon the type 
of article as evidenced by the respondents' ranking of the articles 
summarized from such publications. 
Con\'.:lusion 2 
Over-all, general information articles are the most preferred 
type of article to be read, and research-oriented articles are the 
least preferred to be read. The teaching aids and.materials articles 
and the "how to do" articles are second and third, respectively, in 
the business teachers' reading preferences. This was evidenced by the 
Friedman two-way ilnalysis of the business teachers' ranking_s of the 20 
articles according to their reading preferences. 
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Conclusion 3 
Based. on the li.mit::ed sample of this study, the.re is an i~dication 
that the more business education periodicals the business teacher sub-
scribes to. the less his ·l;'eading preference for research-c;rriented arti-
cle,;;, ';Chis was evid~nced by the average sum of rank13 gi'Ven to the 
;research-oriented articles by the"subscribed to" groups. 
Conclusion 4 
Wome'Q. business teachers prefer to read teaching aids and materia;Ls 
articles more than do men business teachers as was evidenced by .the 
differenc~ in the two "sex" groups' .;:i.verage suJD. of ranks for teaching 
aids and materials articles. 
Conc::lusion s 
As indicated in the iind::l,.ngs of this study, the c,:omplet;ion of a 
college course :in educat;lonal i;esearch and/or educat;l.onfil.1 st~tistics, 
d~gr~e held, number ofyea+s teaching experience, age, size of secon-
dary school in which the teacher is employed, total number of class 
periods taught by the teacher per day in thearea of bus~ness, and the 
ar~a ~f cl~ssification in which the teacher does most of his teaching 
have no significant relationship to the type 9f article the.business 
teacher prefers to read. 
Gonc;:l,usion 6 
On the basis of the evidence of this study, one cannot conclude 
that there is or is not a significant relationship betwee~ the area of 
classification and the type.of article preferred to be read in. t;hat 
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area. This is because more than one article of each of the four types 
would be needed in each separate area of classification to determine 
such a relationship, 
Cenclusion 7 
Each of the four types of articles are needed in the business educa-
tion periodicals to meet the reading preferences and needs of each 
individual business teacher, This was evidenced by the several number 
one (1) ranks received by each type· of article as en,immarized in the 
frequency and percentage table. 
Conclusion 8 
A general type of article (general information by definition) will 
meet the reading·preferences of more business teacher$ than will a more 
spec;:ific type of article (tesearch oriented, "how to dQ," and teaching 
aids and materials by definition). Even though this study revealed 
the general information article is the most preferred to be read, it 
is important not to overlook the purpose of the more specific articles 
and how this purpose might influence the reading preferences of indi-
vidua,1 teachers. For example, two business teachers might differ 
greatly on their reading preference on a specific type ef article but 
both might enjoy reading the same general type of article. This was 
evidenced by the rankings of the four types of articles (Table I and 
Table LVII) by the business teachers and by their comments concerning 
business education periodicals and the articles they contain (Appendix 
F). The general information articles did receive significantly more 
number one (1) ranks than the other four types of articles. However, 
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in their cpmmen,ts, several o{ the business teachers stated that ~hey 
l;l.ke to read articles rela,tin,g to a 13pecific;: problem or situation. 
Theref<:>re, th;l.s coµclusion mu$t be weighed with the understa'1ding that 
the more general trpe of article might logically appeal to more business 
t~achers than WP1Jld a·more spec;i.fic type of a.rtic;:le. 
Implications 
On the basis ot the data obtail'l.ed by this study, the review of the 
l::J..terature, and the comments made by the bus;i.ness teach,ers certain impli-
cations relative for writers and editors o;E business education periodi-
cals; educators, and further study weredeveloJ;>ed by the investigator. 
Relative to the Wr;i.ters and Editors of aus~ness 
Education·J;>eriodic.;tJ,s 
If we can conr;:lude t;hat it is ne(.(essary for business teachers to 
stay abreast of current developments in their field and that research-. 
oriented articles would help do this, and as research~priented articles 
were ranked a poor fourth, it would seem that the following ;implications 
might have some merit for the writers and editors of business education 
periodicals. 
1. Writers and· editors 9f business edl.\cation periodicals need to 
be aware of the busine$s teachers' high reading preference for 
general information articles anq their low reading preference 
for l;'esearch....;oriented articles. This knowledge implies that 
careful 1;>!anning in the writing format of research-oriented 
articles, in particular, needs to be made. These articles need 
to be written in such a way as to make the data understandable 
and· usable for the readers, ';l,'h~s also ;i.ll;lplies that writet"s 
and edittc:n:s I!li~ht PU,t some reli!ea;rc:h,..orient;ed material in a 
more general format J:o help in,sure the art~c:le w:i.ll be read 
by more business teachers. 
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2, The editors need to oonti.m,1e to do, and to increase in am9unt, 
their own ma;rket researc:h surveys coneerning the reading pre-
ferences a.ncl 1;1eeds af theit' reacJ.ers and strive to meet these 
preferences and needs. 
3. The writers ancj. e#tore need to continue and strengtpen their 
awareness.of the need fp:i:; all types of articles to meet the 
many d;iffetent indivi,dual needs ot teacheps. ~Y using the 
knowledge of the types of articles teachers pref et' to read as 
determined by t~is stu4y, the writers and editors can work fot 
a proper balance among the different types of articles. 
4. The review c;>f Utera-i:u;i:;e ~:p,d the comments by the business 
teachers indi~ate the.need for the writers and editors of busi~ 
ness education pe+ioc;iicab to provide more articles that relate 
to the various levels of business education-~element~ry, secon-
dary, post-secon<:hiry, and collegiate. The comments found in 
Appendix; F also imp.l.y that &rtic:les cp.n and should be written 
for school with cJ.ifferent sizes of ent;"ollments. 
Relative to Educators 
1. If the conclusion can be drawn that·the research-orieµted 
article is one satisfactory method to disseminate current 
research findings to secondary business teachers, c;:ertain 
implications can be made relative to educators. 
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a. Educators need to continue to emphasize in their teacher 
education programs the necessity for teachers tP keep 
abreast of current developments and research in their 
professional fiel,.ds. It would appear they need to encour-
age even more vigorously that prospective business teachers 
read research~oriented articles, as well as other articles, 
throughout their careers. 
b, Educators need to increase their efforts to teach student 
teachers how to read ap.d int;erp;ret research-ot;"iented 
articles, how to use periodicals as a resource to improve 
their over-all teachin~. 
2. Educators need to provide opportunities in their classrooms for 
student teachers to tead and discuss, pro and con, the contents 
of the prof ~ssional periodicals in relation to aiding the 
teacher in the classroom, 
3. Educators need to re~lize that the habit of professional reading 
and constructive use of professional periodicals can be 
developed by the prospective teachers while they are in college. 
Relative to Further Study 
1. Research using the complete article to determine reading prefer-
ence is needed to substantiate or abrogate the findings of this 
study. 
2. Research to determine if b4siness education periodicals and 
their articles affect the business teacher and his classroom 
p;ractices is needed, 
10.5 
3, Assuming J;he bus:l.ness teacher and his claesroom practices ,are 
af fect!ild to some desree by the information conta.ined in the 
business educat:~on periodioals, research is needed to. determine 
what type of article is most likely to have a positive effect, 
It would be useful to know if the type of article most likely 
to have a positive effect on the business teaaher correlates 
with the type of article the business teacher prefers to read 
as determined by this study, 
4. Resea+ch co:naerp.;lng ~tie development of professional reading 
habits is needed. 
~. As the qu!'Ll~ty of the articl,e may have an effect on the 
+eading prefe;i;ence (a~ indicated by the reverised J;"ankings 
from the AO'):'lllal order of the articles in the bookkeeping and 
accoupting area), more indepth study is needed which would use 
more a;rt:i~les of each type to :neut~alize the effect that the 
qual,ity of the arUcle might have on reading preference. 
6. Research is n~eded to determine if certain individual charac~ 
teristics (educational statistics course, number of periods 
per day in business, etc,) have a relationship to the number 
of business periodicals a teacher subscribes to, a teacher's 
ranking of resea~ch-oriented articles, etc, A specific ques-
tion that needs to be anE!wered through such additional research 
is, "What are.the individual and professio11al characteristic;:.s 




The major. purpose of this !jltudy wa.s to det;epmine the type of a'X'ticle 
secondary.business teachers in Oklahoma prefer to read in business educa-
tion periodicals. The Undings of this study.revealecl that the type of 
att;icle does have an effect on the business teachers' reading ptefer-
eµGes. The general infopnation article was the most preferred to be 
read and the research-oriented article the least vreferred to be read. 
On the basis of the statii;;tical findings of the st;udy, various 
conclusions and implications which related to the writers and editors 
of by.s;ineE!s education periodicals and to edµcatora were stated. Also~ 
suggestions for further research of related educational problems were 
given. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION AND REQVEST 
Oklahoma State University 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
April 8, 1972 
Mr. John Doe 
Business Teacher 
Keyes High School 
Keyes, OK 73947 
Dear Mr. Doe: 
I STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 '405) 372-6211, EXT. 258 
112 
De business education periodicals contain articles that are helpful 
.. and interesting to you? 
You, as a business teacher, can help clarify what Oklahoma business 
teachers wish to read in their business education periodicals. The 
enclosed form has been sent to a small representative group of 
Oklahoma high school business teachers. Please indicate your read-
ing preferences by completing the form. Your completing and return-
ing of the form will make a positive contribution to our profession. 
Your response is important and you can be sure it will be kept con-
fidential. Neither you nor your school will be identified in any 
way. 
In order that the data can be processed and deadlines met, will you 
please staple and mail the self-addressed form by April 19, 1972? 
If you should like a copy of the results, they will be available 
later in the year. 
During your next break, will you please take just ten minutes, 
have a cup of coffee, and indicate your reading preferences. Your 
assistance will be appreciated very much. 
Sincerely, 




John T. Bale, Jr. 
Major Adviser 
Af>PENDXX B 
PERSONAL DATA FORM AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
READING PRE~ERENCES OF OKLAHOMA 
HIGH SCHOOL BUSrNESS TEACHERS 
PERSONAL DATA FORM 
Please check the business education periodicals which you subscribe to; also, those 
you do not subscribe to but do have access to for reading. 
(S __ • subscribe to, A __ • access to for reading) 
Business Education Forum 
Business Education World 
Delta Pi Epsilon Journal 
Journal of Business Education 













--------- S A 
Have you completed at least one college course in educational research or educational 




Check the highest degree received: Bachelors ___ , Masters ___ , Specialists _____, 
Doctors __ , Other 
(please identify) 
Number of years teaching experience including this year? __ _ 
Check the range in which your age falls: 
Sex: 
60 or above 
50 to 59 
40 to 49 
Male ___ , Female __ _ 
30 to 39 
20 to 29 
below 20 
Check the approximate enrollment of the high school where you are currently teaching: 
1,000 or above 
700 to 999 
500 to 699 
300 to 499 
100 to 299 
99 or below 
What is the total number of class periods per day that you spend teaching business 
subjects? __ _ 
What is the total number of class periods per day that you spend teaching subjects 
other than business? 
Please check the one business area in which you do most of your teaching. 
currently teaching in two or more business areas an equal amount of time, 
the one area in which you normally prefer to teach. (If you check other, 
identify the area.) ---
If you are 
mark only 
please 
basic business (general business, basic business, consumer economics, economics, 
--- business law and business math) 
___ bookkeeping and accounting (record keeping, bookkeeping and accounting) 
___ clerical program (office machines, filing, data processing, office practice, 
clerical practice and cooperative office education) 
___ stenographic program (shorthand, transcription, business English and 
secretarial practice) 
__ tyµewriting (typewriting) 
---~--(please identify) 
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IU!AlllllC PREFERENCES or OKLAR<Hl HIGH SCHOOL BUSllll!SI T!ACHBRS 
Given belov are the title• and 1..-.ri .. of four art1cl .. under each of tha claa1if1catiou of buic 
bulin•••, bookkaepiq and accountina, clerical prosra, atanoaraph1c progra, - typoivr1t1q, 
After raadina each auauy under a cla11if1cation lib buic bu11n•••, for exaple, rank the four 
article• accordin1 to your readina preferenca by circl1na the proper rank on the acale. The -ber 
l indicate• the hiahe•t rank and 4 indicat11 tha lowut rank. 
SAllPLll: 
BASIC LUSlllESS 
A. Title - s-orr 
B, Title and S1mmary • 
C. Title - Sumary • 
D. Title and s._.ry • 
Thi 1aple above indicate• that a buaiDHa educator -t preferred to read article D. Thi buainea1 
educator 11ut preferred to read article !• - · -
Pleue complete the foroi below in the manner de1cribed above. Plau• ~ !!!S. .. it ay •ct1on. 
T!Pli!UTillC 
A. "THE TYPli!Unll AS A TOOL POR IMPROVUG SPEIJ.lllG". 
ll&perl.Mntal and control aroupa in ninth-1rad1 CJPiDI 
cla11u wre &1'ND pre- and po1t-t .. t1 to Maure 
oktll• 'in apelling, typewritiJ\I (1trai&ht copy, rovah 
draft copy, statiatical) , proofread1DS, word d1Y1a1on, 
and ccmpoo!tion at tlMI typevri ter. Thi experiMDtal 
group vh1cb follovad a 7 S-lu1on 1p1llin& plan for lS 
minut .. a day 1howed MdlDCI of 1ignificant 1uperi-
ority (renaing fr011 .OS to .001 level of •il!llificence) 
in all area tHtld except proofreadina 1kill. An 
implication of tha 1tudy i• the need for typevritinl 
t .. char1 to include deftni te 1pelliq lu1on1 in 
typevri tina clu•u. l 2 3 4 
9·. "GIVE BllGINNING TYPISTS A HEAil START" 
Individual att.,.tion ii the priMry •ena throvah 
which be&inDiDS atudent• CID be aiven • hoad •tart 
toward tnwritiDS ccmpatancy. Rocorded l•••ona help 
frill« the iaatructor 1n lara• ciaa ... to inetruct indi-
'V'idual 1tudent• u required.. The U11e of record a or 
tape• u "u1i1tan.ta" 11 di1cuased. 1 2 3 4 
C. ''T!ACllIRG lllHB!llS PlllST Ill T'CPElllllTING" 
Becauee of th• in.c~eued u11 of nwab•r• • 1 t i• :lmpor-
tant for the atudeilt to ba able to type nuabara accu-
rately and fluently. By praHnting the nllllban Urot 
ta th• teachf:og order, you find the •tud.ent1' motiva-
tion h1ab and a politive attitude toward n,.ben. Tho 
·author outlinft her Mthod of preaentiug number• firat. 
The f1r•t lu1011 i• dilcuHad in detail, and inforu-
tioa conceruing tba aatariala and method• for the oat 
five 1111001 11 pre1ent1d. l 2 3 4 
D. "llOTIVATIOll Ill TtPEllllITI!IG" 
Motivatioo 1• defined - itl importance Htal)lbbed. 
Varioul axmplea o'f aotivation are 1ivaa. The author 
then lilt• four 110t1vatiooal aid• with a 1hort axpla-
nat1011 of how they con be applied in typevritiOI. l 2 3 4 
Srp!OGW!!IC PJ!OOIW! 
A. "TISTID ncmii:QUIS. IH T&\CllillC TRAMSCuPTIOll" 
l!aploy.U today are uklna buainll•• educator• to voca-
tionaliae thoir tuchiq 1D order to prepare 1tudent1 
to •tap into top-leftl aecratarial poaitione 1-41-
ataly after araduat1on. Tho function of taachor• of 
tranacriptioa. ia, in ••••nee, to· eacourap 1tud.enta to 
1trive ~or the production of a aaileble traaacript u 
tho and rHult of tha trenacription procaaa. Tho 
author• then u:plain tan tachniqua• which hava bean 
Died .uccu1fully to prC1110t1 efficiency in 
trenacription. 1 2 3 4 
B. "HOW IMPOllTAllT ARI ACCURATE SHORTIL\ND OUTLINES?" 
How do error• in tho •hortband not.. affect the tran-
•criptf Can 1tudant1 correctly traaacriba ahortband 
outline• that are not vrittao accordiq to theory 
rulHf A •tudy vu perfo1:11ad to enawr the•• and 
other qua1tioo1 • Tha followiq 11 a aummary of tho 
findioa•· 
The zero-order correlation coefficient betwen arrora 
in •horthand aotea ad error• in the tranacript waa 
.768. Thie ia lianif1cantly different fr .. •aro at 
tho 1 per cant level. Accordiq to table• i11 tho 
erticla, 299 error• vera uda. Four-fifthl of the 
incorrectly vri ttan 1horhand outl1u1 were correctly 
tran•cribad. Of tho 60 outiinu leading to incorrect 
tranacription, only 23 were wrongly written. Thara-
fora, tha r of • 768 doe• not indicate a c&1ual rala-
tion1hip but that the 1horthand error• in tho notH 
and th• error• in the tranacript are related to a 
third factor, intellectual capacity. In view of th. 
findina•, arua of needed concentration are quality 
of not••, apeed in taking dictation 1 and 1pead and 
accuracy in tranacribing rather than 1pandina an 
appreciable aount of t:f.M requiring atudent1 to 
coaatruct beautifuU, written shorthand outliDH. l 2 3 4 
C. "IN SHORTHAND: WHAT ABOUT THE 20 PllRCEHTf" 
The article de•cribe.1 a way of helpina: atudant• aa11ter 
thoH infrequently aocountared word• that fall ln the 
20 percent ranaa of u1ag1. The author aiv•• a l1•t of 
th••• wordl and explains in detail hov •be DIH thaa in 
ahorthand claa. to improve tho 1tudant1' vocabulary. 1 2 3 4 
D. ''THE AUDIO LEARNING LAB Ill SHORTIWID" 
Tho audio learning lab bu given real •IDing to indi-
vidualised in1tructioo in 1horthand. Tho tucher CID 
... 1ttply hi• affectivenu• 1raatl.y by proriding a t-
library. The author aivu tho objactivu of an audio 
luroiq library. He al10 lilt• and u:pla1n1 1peclf1c 
usH of 1horthand tape• which are: (1) general 
instructiou, (2) fm111arity, (3) •peed building, 
(4) traaacription, (S) 1tudent .. u-avaluation, and 
(6) t1ach1r-admini1tered evaluation. Information 
concernia& where to obtain variou. tape• ia li•ted. 
The author explaiaa how to aka ·the lab affective 
and give• hint• on uk1na your ovo ta-. l 2 3 4 
CLERICAL P!!OOIN! 
A. ''WHAT W! SJIOOLD TIA.al AllOUT CAlUIERS IN BUSINESS AND 
onICB OCCUPATIOllS" 
The role and rupouibility of the bulineaa teacher 1n 
teachiq about carun 1n hi• field ie u:ploncl. The 
buic informatioa a tuchar ohould have oa hand ia 
Uated. The author liata buic aourc•• of infor.atioa 
for tba teacher and the atudent (tha Occueational 
~loolt Handbook, Guidance in Bua:lnaH Educat:loa, ate,). 
Citlia, coat& and where to obtain thau aourcaa 
ara ·Ii.,,..• llqasinaa vh:lcb can ba Wied are !lao ...,. ti-. llathod• of diaa!ll:lnatina caraar infor.atioa 
ara diacuaaed u ,,.11 u vbera to fincl inforaatioa 
coacarntn1 tr!Dda 1n -l.OJMDt and opportunitiu for 
work 1n tba atata ad -1.ty. 1 2 3 4 
Ii. "SlllULA'rlOll Ill OPPICI l!ACllillU" 
A baa1- office a-phara ia aatebli•W ·llJ iHuilll 
Hell atudeat 1ndiviclu!l atc.odanca card• llllicla wra 
daa:t.pad to aaulata u... card• ueecl oa cba job. (The 
actual card :la illuatrated 1n the arc:t.oll.) 1'ha author 
upla:t.u and lifta uapl" of bow :tad1ridual attantion, 
raaliatic problaa, and 11Mullted ttM card• call acc-
pl:l1b vbat routt111 c .. china Mthoct. could 11ot haw 
&ch:laftd for choH cliff:lculc•to-raach acuda11ca . in cha 
offioa aachinll• ch••· ltuda11t1 .. c tba •t .. 1 • of che 
offlca froa an 1111ploya•'• Y:l.wpoioc. 1 2 S 4 
C. "A LW1IIllC Sl'STlll IOR OrPSl!r DUPLlCATIC." 
The article daacr:lbaa a IMlltimed:la l.arn:ln& ayac• 
that can ba u•ed i11 office pucuoa for caacllina 
offHt duplication. Tlla ayat• p~ded cha follow1n1 
-uaaca of poa1ibla ltudanc activiU.u: 
(1) Introductory r&aclilll &111...,..nt, (2) pra-t .. t of 
atudant Ulldaratandiftl, (3) a filzstdp vu ob .. rved 
ancl note• tabn, (4) progr-.1 inetructioa booklet 
WU CO!Opletacl, (S) projact to provide upodanCll at 
perfot'lliO& the tub d .. cribad in the pracacling; 
atarialll vaa to ba c011pletad, (6) reviw of the 
princ:lpl•• itt •t•P• 1, 2, 3, and 4 vu provid•d, and 
(7) a poat-taat of at~nt uaderotandin1 wu adllinia-
tuad. Doaf the .;;a•te work? Statlatical aaalylio 
of the pre-te1t poat-teat acor•• indicated that 
atudents uda significant 11a:Lno in achievement (. 01 
level of lignificanca). Ia general tho teacher and 
• tudent reaction wa• favorable. 1 2 3 4 
D. "OFFICE PRACTICE FOR THE '70a" 
In order to prepare atudente for the '70. 1 v. aut 
look at chan11•• that have tabn place or are takin1 
place and gear our program to take the•• chana•• into 
account. Composition at the typewriter, training in 
methods of procueing data, atraaaing the "why" of 
office procedures and showing how buaines11 subject• 
fit together in bu111inua are change• taking place in 
the teaching of bud.nea1 aubjecta. F.aphaaia on com-
-.micatioo.a ak.11111, buinua proceduru, where to 
locate fac.ta, huaan relations, lul'D.ing through 
experience• and individual as•igmunt• 111 the focu• 
of, office practice for the'70a. l 2 3 4 
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BOOKUBPillG AND ACCOUNTING 
A. "INTEGKATING lit.TA PROCESSING ·WITH ACCOUNTING" 
We tend to teach about the uchinao, but not how 
accountant• are actually involved with data proceaain1. 
The author davalopa an u:arcio• vhich 11111 inta1rata 
data proceHi"ll v:l.th accountin11 work. Exuplu of cha 
followin11 are 11iven: (1) A chart of account• for a 
fictitiou• c011pu7 io davalopad, (2) a liat of coded 
tranaactiono are compiled, and (3) a lilt of quaationa 
to praaenc to the etudantl co enable thaa to lean the 
decod:l.q proc••• • ID the praceaa, atudenta learn not 
oa17 about date procaaaiq, but about the rHpoali-
bilitiu of ••ch departMnt u vell. 1 2 3 4 
II. "A CllTiquJ OP llOOIDl!IPI!IG IKSTRUCTIOIW. COllTlllT" 
The author point& out that at laut 95 par cant of all 
recordiq 11 - cloaa machuical11 and incr ... inalr br 
- of •lactroaic data procaHilll• Teacher• ara 
f:lndi .. ow ••- to teach womout procoHina 1uch 
•• 11anu!l poaU.111 and journalb:t.na. Taachar• ahould 
not quit taacll1na tba racordinl procaH, but tbay naad 
to da,,.lop ~tanc1 ia 1att1n1 !lona vith cha kind 
of racordtna ucl oontro1 chat now oparatea--alactrooic 
procHoiq of buaf.nua actf.v:l.ti••· . L:l.ttll chana• hu 
taken pt.ca 111 tba content of booltkaapina du~illl the 
put 7 5 raara, lf va continua :ln tbi1 'Nin, a valu-
able area of laarnina v:t.11 ba lo1t to buaiM•• educa-
tion and Hcondarr acbool 1tudant1. l 2 3 4 
C. "UH rLASH CAII>S TO '?IACll IAllC PltllClPLU" 
1'ha value of llub card• ii d:l.lcu.aecl. 111..,.i., of 
fla•h card• for u1et accounca, liability accounca, 
propriatot1h1p account1, inc ... aocounca and apanaa 
accouaca are 1how. The author uplaina how to uaa 
tha fl .. h card• in clu• to .. rve u a to0tivattna 
devico and for varioty of inacructloa to drill and 
reviav the ba1ic priftcipla1 of d•bit and credit 
in particular. 1 2 3 4 
D. "BOOKKEEPING PRACTICE SETS-•USEPUL REVIEW DEVICE" 
The author 1tatiatically analyz:es the review Mrit• 
of u•ing a booklteepina practice ••t. A publiaher 'a 
teat was adminiater•d to the •tudenta before and after 
they had completed the three week practice aet. The 
first time th• test was &iven, the adian score of 
67 was at the 50th percentile. The second time the 
test was given, a median score of 73 was at the 70th 
percentile. According to the author 1 the idea that 
the use of practice sets in bookkeeping should help 
the students understand terms and facts which were 
only words previously is probably pointed out vividly 
by the otatistico. 1 2 3 4 
ll8 
BASIC BUSlNESS An'1 c~nt• you vauld make concemina bulinu• 
education periodical• and their article• will 
A. "EQUAL EMPHASIS FOB. GRNBRAL BUSINESS SUBJICTS" ba appreciated. You 11&y make '10Ur c-ta on 
the •p•ce below and on the -t page. 
The author aaks the que•tion: "Are .,. aa teacher• 
laavina the stiflina confinH of the textbooks and 
availing oursalve• of materiab outlide the clu• 
text?" Givan in the article are the nam.,. and 
aourca1 of aeveral current maaazines, book• 1 D.9WB-
papara and llOViH which can be u•ad H aid• in aenaral 
bu•:ln•H •ubjacu to preHnt the overall v:ln of the 
economy to the •tudant. 1 2 3 4 
ll. "THB EFFECTIVENESS or A SIMULATION LWNillG CAM! IN 
TEACHING CONSUMlm CREDIT . TO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
ST\JDINTS DI Cllll'AllISON TO A CO!M!NTIOKAL APPaOACH 
TO INSTIUICTIOll" 
Th• purpo•• of the study wu to detel'lline whether a 
siaulation laamin& game :ls more effective than con-
ventioaal claaerOOll approach•• in leamina to acquire 
factual 1nforution about cou,_r credit, to coap•r• 
aourc•• of credit, and to aelact a buic credit i;:on-
tract. An analyaia of variance for fin criteria, 
IQ, qe, knowleda• test score, contrHt retina acore, 
and c'*pari•on frequenc1 •core, incl:lcated no •isnit:l-
cant differancH re•ultina froc :ln•truction b1 the 
two method•. However, th• •:lmulation leam:lna s-
wu aor• eflective for teaching male• and bu•ineH 
aducatioa majors to eo11pare available aourca• of 
credit before ••lee ting a credit contract. 1 2 3 4 
C. ''l.OLll:-PLAYillG Allll SOCIODIWIA PROVIDE STUDENT 
INVOLVBHENT" 
Student• in 1aneral buainH• have typically been 
alven • pa .. ive role in tha learning proceH. The 
author explain• how dramatisation, includin1 rola-
piaying and •ociodrama, can be ua•d to achieve active 
•tudant involva11ant :ln general buainH•. The •t•P• 
to b• followed in udna th ... technique• are aiven 
and explained. Aleo, examplH of s•n•ral businaH 
role-playina and eociodrama lituatioll• to be uHd in 
the cluaroOlll are lie tad. 1 2 3 4 
D. "CONSUMD. EDUCATION: ARI! ST\JDl!llTS AWARE?" 
Businue education departments are realizing the 
importance of offering con•umar education courH• 
that will a111-t our youth in aitting current informa-
tion in order to make wise economic decision•. The 
author explores suggested topic• for discuaaion 
(credit cards, advertising campaigns, food and cloth-
ing) that should be incorporated into consumer educa-
tion courses. Possible inacructiona.1 methods (meet 
with buaineaaman, examine advertising media, highlight 
problems with sociodramas. classroom demonstrations, 
field experiences, resource materials) are given and 
discussed. 1 2 3 4 
Thank you~ I appreciate your cooperation 
and effort on thi• work. 
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Mr. Ron R. Hiner 
2008 Arrowhead Drive 
Stillwater, OK 74074 
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APPENDIX C 
POST CARD FOLLOW UP 
Apr:;!.l 20, 1972 
Recently you received a form concerning your reading 
preferences, Your response is still very much needed. 
Having been a high school business teacher, I am aware 
of your bu$y i;;chedule and understan.d why you have not 
yet been able to return the form. 
Will you please take just a few minutes to indicate 
your reading preferences and return the completed form? 
Your assistan~e will be appreciated and future m~gazine 
articles could be affected by your response. 
Ron R. Hiner, Doctoral Candidate 
Oklahoma State University · 
1 ..., 1 
APPENDIX D 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ARTICLES SUMMARIZED FOR THE 
QUESTIONNA;I:RE AND A 1;.ISTING OF THE ORDER 
OF THE FOUR TYPES OF ARTICLES 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
In the Order the Articles Appear on the Questionnaire 
'lYPEW:RI'L' ING 
A. Bartholome, Lloyd W. "The Typewriter a~ a Tool for Impl;'.'oved Spell-
ing." Delta Pi Epsilon Journal, XII (February, 1970), 28-32. 
B. Beaumont, Lee R. "Give Beginning Typists a Head Start." Business 
Education Forum, XXV (March, 1971), 58-59. 
c. Graf, Jean E. "Teaching Numbers First :l,.n Typewriting." 
Business EdtJc.ation, XLVI (April, 1971), 281-282. 
Journal of 
' '' -
D. Duncan, Charles H. "Motivation ip. Typewriting." Business Education. 
Forum, XXV (March, 1971), 23-24. 
STE~OGR.APHIC PROGRAM 
A. Featheringham, Richard D., and Wheeler, Louise H. "Tested Tec;:hniques 
in Teaching Transcri:ption." Business Education Forum, XXV 
(October, 1970), 18-20. 
B, Toler, Wilma Hayes. "How Impol;'.'tant Are Accurate Shorthand Outlines?" 
Business Education World, LI (March..-April, 1971), 14-15 and 26. 
C. Carter, Juanita E. "In Shorthand: What About the 20 Percent?" 
Balance Sheet, LII (May, 1971), 342-343. 
D. l;emas ter, A. J. "The Aud,io Learning Lab irt Shorthand." Business 
Education World, LI (September-October, 1970), 24-25. 
CLERICAL PROGRAM 
A. Sparks, Mavis. ·"What We Sho1.1ld Teach About Careers in Business and 
Office Occupations." Business Education World, XLIX (May, 
1969), 12-13 and 28. 
Schatz, Anne E. "Simulat.ion in Office Machines." 
~ Educa1;:ion, XLVI (October, 1970), 17-18. 
Journal of Busi-
C, Ivarie, Thecidore. "A Learning System for Offset Duplication." 
Business Educttion Forum, XXIII (May, 1969), 22-24. 
D. Pearen, F, N, "Office Practice for the '70s." Balance Sheet, 
LI! (February, 1971), 202-203 and 225. 
BOOKKEEPING AND AQCOUNTJ;NG 
124 
A. Barrett, Charles F. "Integrating Data Processing With Accounting." 
Journal of Business Education, XLVI (October, 1970), 21-22. 
B. Tonne, Herbert A. "A Critique C)f Bookkeeping Instructional Content." 
Journal of Business Education, XLVI (December; 1970), 106-108. 
C. Zaremba; Doris. "Use Flash Cards to Teach Basic Principles." 
Business Education Forum, XXV (Pecember, 1970), 9-n. 
D. Gilmer, Larry L. "Bookkeeping Practice Sets ... -Useful Review Device." 
Balance Sheet, XLIX (Apdl, 1968), 352 and 359. 
BASIC BUSINESS 
A. Fa:i,dley, Ray A. "Eqµal EmphaE!iEl for General Busj,ness Subj ectEl ." 
Journal of Business Edtication, XLVI (March, 1971), 246-247. 
:S, Anders<m, Charles Raymond. "The Effe.ctiveneEls of a Simulation 
Learning Game in Teaching Consµmer Ctedit to Senior High 
Schoo,l. Students in Comparieon to a Conventional Approach to 
Instruction." · BusineE!s Education Forum, XXV (October, 1970), 
24-25. 
c. Hopkins, Charles R. 
Involvement." 
54-55, 
"Role-Play:i,ng and Sociod:t:'ama Provide Student 
Busipess Education Forum, X:XV (December, 1970), 
D. Morrison, James L. Jr. "Consumer Education: Are Students Aware?" 
Business Education World, LI (May-June, 1971), 4-5. 
1~5 
A L~STlNG OF Tl;lE FOUR TY~ES OF ARTICLES 
ln ~he Order the Articles Appear on the Questionnaire 
A,,/' Research O;r;f.ented, 
/',f"''' 
B, ·. Teachti;ig Aids ap,d Materials 
C, "How to Do" 
D. General Information 
~TENOGRAPHIC PROGRAM 
A, General In{ormat~on 
B, Research Oriented 
C • "How to Do" 
D. Teaching Ai4s and Mat~~ials 
CL:l!,:RICAL PROGRAM 
A. Teaching Aids and Matel;'ials 
B • "How te Do" 
C. Research Oriented 
D. General Information 
BOOI<KEEPING AND ACGOUNTING 
A. "now to Do" 
B. General Information 
C, Teaching Aids and Materials 
D. Research Orie:pted 
»ASIC :SUSI:NESS 
A. T~aohip,g Aids and Ma.t:eri~ls · 
B, Re$~arch Ori~~ted 
C, "How to Po" 




FREQUENCY ANO P~RCEN~AGE 1ABLES FOR THE 
:r;ivE A!EAS OF C:(..,ASSl:F;I:GATlON 
Type of Articl.e 
Res.earcb Oriented 
Teaching Aids and 
Materials 
"How to Do ... 
General Information· 
'fABLE LVIH 
.FREQUENCY AND PERCENTA-SE OF EACH RANK, l, 2, 3, and 4, 
RECEIVED BY TiiE·F.<>UR lYPES OF ARTICLES IN.THE 
BASIC BUSINESS AREA -OF 'CLASSIFICATION* 
R-ank 
1 2 3 4 
2Q 3B 47 48 
(13 .07%) (2Zi,.841.:) (30. 72%) (31.37%) 
16 33 45 39 
{23.53%) (2L5Y%) {29A4ua {25.49%) 
20 47 .l4 52 
{13.07%) '(30"' 72%) {22.22%) -(33.99%) 
Tl 35 27 14 
(50 .33%) {22.8'8%) (17 .65%) { 9.15%) 
*Percentages may ne:t. total 100~ due ·to rounding. 
Aver.age 1'ver-All.. 
Rank Rank 
2 .'80 4 
2.51 .2 





'I'y.pe of Article 
Re.search Oriented 
Teaching Aids -and 
Materials 
11How to :9011 
General Information 
TABLE LIX 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE -OF EACH RANK, l , 2, 3, .and 4, RECEIVED BY 
THE FOUR TYPES· OF ARTICLES IN THE BOOKKEEPING AND 
ACCOUNTING .AREA QF CLASSIFICA'l'ION* 
Rank 
1 2 J 4 
53 4l 34 25 
:(34.64%) (Z6. 80%) (22.22%} (16.34%) 
21 28 35 69 
(13.75%) 11'8.30%) ·(22 .88%) (45.10%) 
53 .l6 t.O 24 
(34.t>4%) (23.53%) (26 .14%) {15 .69%) 
26 48 44 35 
(16~99%) (3L3"7%) ~28.16.%) (22.88%) 















.Type of Article 
Research -Oriented 
Teaching Aids and 
Mat.erials 
"How to Don 
General Information 
TABLE LX. 
FREQUENCY AND PERCEN'r-AGE .OF EACH 1UNK, 1. 2, ·J, and 4, 
RECEIVED BY .'I'HE . FDUR TYPES -OF ARTICLES IN· THE 
CLERiCAL PROGIWf AREA OF CLASSIFICATION* 
Rank· 
l 2 3 .4 
12 18 30 '93 
( 1~84%) (1L 7~%) (19 .-01%} (60. 78%) 
28 54 id 27 
{18.30%) {35;.029%) (28.10%) (17 .:65%) 
25 52 54 22 
(16.34%) (33.99%) (35.29%) (14. 38%) 
88 Z9 2.6 11 
{57 .. 52%) {lik951!) (16~ 99%) { 7 .19%) 
*P.erc-entages may not ·total 100% due to rounding. 
Average Over~l. · 
Rank Rarik 









11How ·to Do" 
General Information 
TABLE -:I.XI 
FRE~UENCY AND PERCENTA'GE OF i:ACH RANK, 1 , 2, 3 , and 4, RECEIYED 
13Y THE FOUR TYJ,>ES-OF ARTICLES IN THE STENOGRAPRIC 
PROGRAM AREA OF CLA-SSI'FICATION* 
Rank 
1 2 -3 4 
26 28 41 - 58 
(16. 99%) {18. 30%) (26 .80%) {37 .-91%) 
36· 46 47 24 
(2.3. '53%) (30 .. 0'n:) (30 .. 12%) {15~'6-9%) 
13 _;l2 4-g 59 
( 8.50%) -{20.92%) (32.03%) {38.56%) 
78 47 16 12 
{50.98%) (30. 72%) {10.-41'%) ( 7.84%) 










Type -0f Article 
Research 0riente<l 
Teaching Aids and 
Materials 
"How to Do" 
General Information 
TABLE LXII 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE -OF EACH RANK, l, 2, 3, and 4, 
RECEIVED BY· THE FOUR TYP-ES OF ARTICLES IN THE 
TYPEWRITING A.REA -OF CLASSIFICATION* 
Rank· 
1 2 3 4 
29 33 3'8 53 
'(lS.95%) (21.577.) (24~ff4%) !34.64%) 
49 43 41 20 
(32.03%) - {28.J.0%) {26. 13-0%) (13. 07%) 
28 29 41 49 
(18~3-0%) -(18. 9:5%) -{30 .72%) {32.03%) 
~47 48 27 .31 
(30.72%) (3l .3J%) (17 .'65%) (2{). 26%) 











(::Q'.MM:EN'l'S FROM; :SV$INES~ 'l'~A.CH:~R$ 
~34 
S~ve;ra~ of the b~Eilines~ teac,heve topk the oppo:i:tunitY to eXPJ:.'~ss 
respons~ to th~ la!Dt :ltem on tpe questiop.paire, "Any comments you would 
make concerning business ed~cation periodica.ls aP4 their articles will 
be appreci1;1ted." 
Since+ am still pew as a· teacher, :i:: enjoy art;i.cles 
that are alon$ the line o~ "how to" or effective methods of 
pre~enting ~~~Ject matter in an interesting WaY• The 
Balance Sheet and ;al\E?ine~s Edµo~tion World are my favorites, 
I like to ~e<!.cl article~ that are common, down to ~arth 
things which have been experienced, aPd which l; c.;tn t,lee i:r 
my classrooms uo produce qet:te+ trained students. l do not 
l:lke to read someone's theoret;i~al ideas whom have never 
~aught in 9 hi~h schopl classroom, 
Tl;teri;: is a gre.;lter need, for t;he entrance.of the quman 
inf.:l!resit e:J.ement in business ed4caUon periodicals. Tho1J,gh 
we are ~usi~~ss te~chers, we get tired o~ ~he everlas~:lng 
:fact that is shot e,t us mont;h ~ft;e;r; dµU month. We like 
1;:o know how othen q.;i,ve achiev~d 9µ~ceEls ...... or how they have 
not! 
A li~U~ attent:f,.cpn to ~h,e wo;rdi:i ;in th~ art:l.cles mig4t 
he;J..p ;readerl!ihip. None bqt the mQs~ stiUing egghea4 caq 
wa4e through some P~ the~e stat~sti~al monsttosities that 
pass for artiQles. Give µs the facts. Bµt ~outdn't they 
maybe be sugar-coated wit;h a littl,e emot:Lon, a little feel .... 
ing, a little human interest?, .• 
Other teachers' e:x;p~riences with their 1;1tudents 
int;erei;; t me. So, too, other teach~rs' expe:ri~ncei:; w:i.th 
school admiQiatrat(J):i;-s ~ o;r paremts, or other t;eaG:hers. 
Deliver me !Brom stf\tistic~; a~d dull facts, and lqng 
~pl,umns of figu~es, 
Most articl~s are about as g~od ~s the e~perience, 
knowled~e, and f::apabil,ity <;l£; the writer, Mapy of the good 
~rt~cles are a result of experimentation and an applica-
tion of workabl~ iQ~ar;;, Qthers, :i;iot so useful, a;re techn:(. ... 
cal a~d ou~~of-touch with the classroom situation, We need 
more based Qn wprkab],e, Clown-to-earth ideas. 
I wuu:l,:d like to see 111ore articles about note-h<iind ~ a 
relat:;;ively rtew subject--r-teachers' ideas, different tech-
niques~ tqLngs tl)a, t h~ve worked fo+ them. I wo~lQ like 
to see more pra.ct.ica,1 application and Less theory. 
Generally very g9od, and especially so if they keep 
us in t~1,1ch with what is haPP~ning at the n~t,:iona,l level; 
business t;;end'i', tqe o,ew~st in equipm6!nt, materials, and 
expec;tatiOJlS of ou:t;" stl,J,dents. I would. like tq see i;trticles 
l:>y high school teachers, 
l prefer to read of new ideas or techniques. Statis~ 
tics and past efforts~-NO! 
I am always s~a"J:"ching for proven methods of approach 
to classroom situations that seem to elimi"Qat~ "mi441e of 
road," approaches. '4et' s heE.lr somethi,ng for shortha.:p.d tram~ .. 
cription, business law, and general business to break the 
monotony of eve+-yd,ay ro1,1tine, ''Today we' 11 have dictation, 
etc~ What is m,eant by 'tort' in law class." I find current 
event~ har<l to come by, especially for sh.orthand and 
accounting. · 
I read everything availa,oie on teaching shortha~d .•• 
A variety of topics is best, If all were on the same vein, 
they woulQ not be as valu~ble. 
On the whql~, I think the magazines and periodi~~+s 
are good. Our lib~ary is very iimit,:ed, but we do have a 
few of i;:pe older copies and they~ too, al:'.'e helpful even 
though many of the methPds are outdated. 
I prefer art;i.c;les dealing with actual teaching 
e~p~r:ieru;:es. 
I like to hear about what other business teach~+s are 
doi-P.S il1. theil;' c;Lasses, especially shorthan4 a,nd typ;i.ng, 
Met:h~ds~ new ideas, and motivat,ional Q.evices a+e o~ real. 
:i,nterest to me. 
Sine~ +. ~ only a second,....year teacher, I wou:j..d enjoy 
more articles covering the "younger t;eacher" app+oac,h. 
Too manY art;icles tell us what we shouid be doin$ but 
not giving anY infor~ticm and/or suggestions as to how we 
shou:Ld qo it. 
~ost art;ic~es in the Business Education World and 
Babnce Sheet are p;i::'a~tical and· down-i::q-earth but the 
ausiness Edu~ation Forum keeps us up-to-date on recent 
:r;esearch and trendpi. We need both. 
I enjoy articles on new approaches and new visual aids 
that can be prepared. 
One tj:l:ing I f iµd very lu~lrful in some periodicals is 
c;i, st;:ction on ''T:r;iaks of r,he Trade." I would like to 13ee 
mQre helpfµ;I. hints given~ 
I wouid also li~e to see some bulletin board :(.deas 
presented with e<;>me of the al:'ticJ,efii. I feel, that a gooc;l 
bullet;l.n b~ard e,1ln liJ.dcl a great deal to at:r:es~ particular 
~reas, I a~ n<;>t good a,t·t;hinking up gopd ;ldeas for bull~t:;i..n 
poards, however. 
I like t;.o read articles that g::!,ve me ideas I can readily 
ui;ie in my classrpom. Detailed accounts of studies bo:re me!·· 
I would like to see articles and ideas which can be 
utilized imm~diatel,y into the classroom situation (ideas that 
are relevant and stimulating). 
I 4ave used pe:t'iodicals through the years for many of 
my cla,ss projects. Many of the ideas presented as "Tricks 
of the 'l'rad,e," etc,, have helped tl'emendousJ,y in motivating 
Stl\dents, ' 
I l;lke art::!,cles on motivation--business ed:t,1cation 
puz~le~ or ga,mes-~anything of interest to supplement the 
text book, 
I would li~e to have more art:f.cles pertaining to 
"office machines." 
.,.As far a$ I am concerned, I would like to see more 
artic.'.lei:i that e\Kpla:l.n or c;l:;i..scuss c;lif ~erent: 'l;:hings that c;an 
pe donrp :f.n the cl.siser9om. ~y the way' what does t;he busi-
ness wo{ld have against the deaf. Do you realize we have 
art!l.cle~ and special bookli:i for the poqr of seeing but 
ni;>thing I l~ave found 1i9r the deaf •• rDo you rea:j.ize tl:iat 
all of our typing methods are geared for vo~ce ~espouse, 
Can you picture c;:.a.lling t, t, t, and e~pec:ting the deaf 
student to ~now what yeu are say;ing?, •. Believe me, the 
school room is not like the professor's ideal. These stu-
dents are f:lmarter than they are given credit for. 
Research Wpe reports are ei;;pec:ially good because t;hey · 
give a. li!C;ient;ific, valid basi$ for the assutnpt~.ons. How~ver, 
iees technical art:icles of ten co:qt;ain good id.eas and new 
ways of presenting instructional material. We need these, 
too. 
I enjoy reading articles that make concrete suggestions 
or report new methods and techniques of teaching. 
Articles should be short, complete and fac;tual. Spec;!ial 
consideration must be given small schools where business eQ.uc:a-
tion has a very limited budget for acquiring classroom aid.s. 
They shou:j.d be simple and easily obtained as many teachers 
in these schools have no "off" periods to search for or c;.pn ... 
struct th~se so called "training aids," 
Most 'art:f,cles a:irc;a well written put they are not prac• 
tical when you use them. Some are written for the large 
higQ. ~cho9)ls, ~have seen. very few written,·for the high 
school ;l.n ia. sm~U towp. 
We hav~ not had many new ipeas in the past few Y~ars. 
Most of the articl.es I have read in the past year have been 
very cl.ull and of little value. 
I find while a small perceµtage of the articles are 
interesting and informative, the majority seems to be 
something done by someone who has been required to write 
an article· and really has no bearing on any classes but his· 
own. 
Most articles appear to be written for teachers in 
large schools or teachers in small schools with lots of 
money ava;i,lahle·for their use. What happens in the small 
schools with a minimum amount of money in the budget? 
The,re is certainJ,.y no way to develop classes that are sug-
gested in the articles. I woulO. like to see.mpre articles 
about sma~J, town, small budget scho0ls and wh.;i.t can be 
done by one (1) teacher to make the change~ th.;i.t .;ire need-
ing to be made. · 
More articles that could be used by a sm~ll, po~r 
school, 
Today;' s Secr~tan i,s not the ffiC!,gadne it used to be. 
I have found that it becomes less and less a magazine and 
more an advertising media. 
So many of the articles do not pertain to a small 
high school. There are very good articles~ however, and 
some are very useful, 
I feel that teache'rs know about· 111any of the sources 
of tJl.<ilterials outside the te:x:t but· they do not have the 
time to read it. If they do read the materi.;i.l, t~ey find 
that they cannot incorp(!!rate it in their teac:.hing. I do 
realize that everything one reads cannot be incorporated 
in the teaching area. But I think it depends on the size 
of the school the material is written for. 
'rhe busines~ periodicals :i: receive are va;l.uable 
teaching aids. I have a teaching file in which I keep 
al1. articles of interest (it is quite full!). 
I was disappointed when the Today's Secretary was 
:redt,iced in size. They eliminated several val\-'able sec-
t:l,ons, I use to take the Busin~ss Education Forµmt but 
I did not find their articles parti,cularly useful (this· 
may have changed in the last few years), 
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Some times they a'X'e.too geographica.U~ oriented. 
I mean they .tend to $tress only impovtance to cer1;:ain 
areas. 
Tpo muoh 19e:J.Li,ng prop~ganda in the .~!l~~ce Sheet. 
We need sqime definite help for basic business coµrses, 
Help us with some encouraging improvements. 
I have found the magazines extremely helpful. 
I have found a newspaper, daily~ to be of greatest 
service as a teaching device. I feel the value of relating 
the current topics to the classroom ii;; important. 
Since this is my first year at t:eaching business, :i: 
am not too familiar with some of these periodicals. How-
ever, I did have access to some of these in college and 
I like very much the Balance Sheet, Today's Secretary, and 
Bus;l.ness Education Forum. · ' 
Business teachers do not mak~ use of business educa-
tion peri9d.icals as much as they should even :though 1;hey 
are availa.ble, 
Many teachers feel that the procedures outlined in 
business journals do not fit t~eir particular situations. 
I am convinced that periodicals are an asset to 
teachers. I enjoy reading articles in the periodic;.als 
I receive concerning business educatiQn, I find mo~t of 
~hem to be helpful and interesting. I also like for my 
shorthand stu4ents to have acc~~s to magazines such as 
'J'oday 1s Seci-e~ary, et:c. · 
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APPENDix G 
NUMERICAL TOTALS FOR ITEMS ON THE 
PERSONAL DATA FORM 
PERSONAL DATA FORM 
Please check the business education periodical• which you subscribe to; also, thoae 
you do not aubscribe to but do have access to for reading .• 
*CS __ • aubscribe to, A __ • access to for reading) 
Business Education Forum S 36 A 36 




Balance Sheet S 113 A 3 8 
Business Education World 
Delta Pi Epsilon Journal 
Today's Secretary s::::Jl A 58 
·others------ S-1.J A-3. 
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